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CHAPTER I

.

INTRODUCTION
Sports news, which once consisted primarily or paid
adverti sements in a few newspapers , is today a major news
section ot nearly every newspap er in the world.
Newspaper surveys have indi cated that the sports
page commands male attention in the newspaper pages as
much or more than any other section. 1 Sports page readership and intensity of reader ship is high.

Whether the

news is as vital to survi val as that printed in other

sec tions may remai n a con t rovers i al question, unanswerab le
But to the sports f an himself, the news about sports
i s vital, important, and interestin g . 2

her e .

The Sports Column began in earnest in the 1920 1 s
and has developed i nto a major interest spot in most

American newspapers .

The columni st is looked up to by the

readers, and usually considered a walking encycloped ia or
sports informati on.
1 Horace K. Basinger, •A Survey or Reader Interest

in the Sports Page or the Small Daily Newspaper s,• (unpublished Master•s thes i s, The University or Missouri,
Columbia, 1938), p. l.

2Prank Nicholson Pierce, •contempor a r y Sports Page
Opinions and Practi ces in Representa tive American Newspers,• {unpub l i shed Master•s thesis, The Uni versity or
Missouri, Columbia, 1950), p. 1.
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The sport s colum nist is often the best- know n man on
ure,
the news paper staff . Endowed with doubl e-col umn meas
s co! umn
full latit ude, and autog raphi c adorn ment , the sport
becom es the publi c perso nalit y of the colum nist. Sheer
repe titio n of the forma t plus volum e ultim ately will
attra ct the atten tion of the reade rs to the colum nist.
aweWhet her he is good or bad, the writ~ r will becom e an
there
insp iring indiv idual whom peop le will inv i te here and

nce. 3
so they may bask in the refle cted glory of his prese
Spor ts colum nists are asked to speak at every type
They
of funct ion wheth er or not it has to do with spor ts.
bask ets
will be besie ged with telev ision sets, lawn mowe rs,
of fruit , and a varie ty of other gifts .
It takes a rock- ribbe d colum nist to withs tand the
icate d
barra ge. Some can• t take it. They becam e autoi ntox
giftand given to writi ngs frequ ently favor able to their
givin g admi rers.
The good sport s colum nist must first of all be a
g to
man of balan ce. He must have an hone sty that is stron
ned,
the poin t of aggre ssive ness. He must be thick -skin
his
for at least half of his fan mail will be rough on
of all
self- estee m. He must be resou rcefu l, keenl y aware

3 stanl ey Woodward, Spor ts Page.
and Schu ster, 1949 ), p. 195.

(New York :

Simon
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developments in his field.

He must have a wide acquain-

tance with people in sports and be able to turn out his
daily product punctually and within space limitations.
also should be able to write.

He

In fact, he should be •damn

near literary." 4
There seems to be a definite form for writing the
sports colwnn.

The lead paragraph is introductory in

opposition to the form of the news story.

Whether an

interview, a conversatlon piece , or an expression of the
writer's opinion, the column then proceeds through stages

of background, incident, and discussion to the tagline
which cuts it off.

Sports columns are from 900 to 1,200 words long.
Most columnists are geared to a certain length and will
hit it every time.
Sports column writing is usually done more leisurely
than news writing, but on occasion it becomes far more
hectic.

A morning paper columnist may have to write the

final part ot his column first when he does a spot job on
an afternoon event.

If he covers an evening event such as

a boxing match, his general technique is to write a dummy
piece in the afternoon for use in the early editions and
substitute part or all of a new one after the event.

4

~ A/ skillful columnist will avoid duplication when he
is backing up a man writing the news story on the same
event.

He will know instinctively which phases of the

story belong to him and which don't, and will avoid treading on the lead-writer's toes.

The effect of duplication

on the reader is bad, thou gh it used to be routine procedure.

What the s ports pa g e tr i es to make is a presenta-

t i on whi ch the reader can go through without continually
stumbling over the same facts.

The good columnist, there-

fore, considers hi mself a subs i diary asset on a spot news
story and doesn't interfere with the reporter's work. 5
Sports columnists can turn out Pulitzer Prize
winners as well as the next writer, or they can become a
drawback to the newspaper.

An example of the former i s

Arthur Daley of the New York Times who won the Pulitzer
Prize in 1956.
The purpose of the sports columnist is to dig below
the surface of the news story, and come up with the interesting s i deli ghts.
The regular sports columnist ~~11 turn out from 250
to 365 columns a year.

He must take the unusual in sports

and write about it in a colorful manner so his readers will
enjoy it enough to come back for more.

5

Good sports columnists are never stuck for ideas.
If nothing else, they will put a call through to an old

, ~

bas;ball player and, in dusting out a few corners, write a
column pleasing both to the has-been and current readers.
or they may write abo1..t checkers, or the sporting opportunities of the backyard, thereby winning new followers.
There are not many writers who can produce six
columns a week at an avera ge of a thousand words a day,
and maintain the expertness expected by the avera ge reader.
The writer who can do it i s worth his wei ght in advertising
copy to his newspaper.
Many columnists work independently of the rest of
the sports department.

However, in th i s particular study,

seven of the ten columni sts being considered are also
sports editors and therefore do n ot write independently.
On papers which are willing to spend money on sports
coverage, the columnist will be on the road much of the

year, traveling from one important event to another.

The

year will be gin with the bowl games, progressing through
spring baseball training and basketball tournaments to the
Kentucky Derby, the Indianapolis Speedway, golf and tennis
tournaments, the World Series, the big Saturday afternoon
football games, and every fourth year the Olympic Games.
In between these major events the columnist will work locally, but on his own.

Nine out of ten ideas for columns

C
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will have to come from his

otn
'

;..
'
'1113ad.

Sports columning is a particµlar and specialized
form of writing.

Inexperienced people who attempt it are
• <.)

Cl_·

likely to find that their product has no unity, that it
has not been pointed closely enough at a single objective,
and that f t do es not get over effectively what the writer
is( trying to say.

Experienced columnists have a way of

tyin g to gether a c olw:m, even though it may be composed of
odds and ends, so that i t has unity of tone, if not of
subject matter.
A.

The Problem

rt i s the purpose of this study to:

(1) Compare

the sports column style of the "Golden Era of Sports"
(1927) with our modern (1957) columnists and (2) To analyze

the content of the modern sports columns as exemplified in
the ten writers selected..
The method of selection was random, although an
attempt was made to represent the major sections of the
country.

The writers were chosen on a basis of their

ability, and the author's interest in the sports program
carried on by the areas represented.
The ten sports column1.sts are:
York Times;

Arthur Daley,

~

Jimmy Burns, Miand Herald; Earl Ruby, Louis-

ville Courier-Journal; Doc Green, Detroit~; Gordon

7

Cobbledick, Cleveland Plain-Dealer; John P. Carmichael,
Chicago Daily

l!!?!!i OliJ er E. Kuechle, Milwaukee Journal;_

Bill Rives and tcfuu.les Burton, Dallas Morning~; Bill
Leiser and Will Connelly,~ Francisco Chronicle; and
Emmett Watson, Seattle Post-Intellig encer.
All of the newspapers are metropolitan dailies and
range in circulation from 183,755 {.§!!:! Francisco Chronicle)
to 588,576 {Chicago Daily News). 6
Studies have been made of various aspects of sports
writing, but no analysis of column writing has been discovered, nor has there been a comparative study made of
the style of the modern sports columnist and the early
columnist.
The decade of the twenties was picked because of the
general feelin g among writers that it was the "Golden Era"
of both sports and sports writing.

July of 1927 was

selected in hopes that the writers of thirty years ago
would have a common subject with today's writers.

The

first Major League All-Star baseball game was not played
until 1933, but baseball is the topic of major interest in
both groups of selected columns.
The columnists selected from the 1927 period are:
Grantland Rice,

1i!! York _H erald-Tribune; W. o. McGeehan,

6 Diitor and Publisher Yearbook, 1957, p. 30, p. 65.

8

New York Herald-Tribun e; John Kieran, New York T~des,
---Harvey T. Woodruff, Chicago Tribune; and H. G. Salsinger,

-

Detroit News.
Kieran began the column "Sports of the Times" on

January 1, 1927, and Arthur Dal._ey took it over on December
25, 1942.

The study of the first and present year of a

single sports column provides an interesting study in itself, both from a stylistic standpoint and an historical
view.

Salsinger is the present sports editor of the
Detroit~ and his column 1n 1927 gave him his start in
sports journalism.

The other three writers also made

individual marks of greatness during their careers, thus
their selection for study in this thesis.
A limitation to the study is found in the fact that

all ten of the modern columnists are prominent, with years
of sports journalism behind them.

This means that the

average sports columnist, the man who lmocks out a localinterest-only column six days a week for the Daily Beacon,
is not included in this analysis making it a poor national
cross-section .

This study is of ten of the best sports

columnists in America today.
The three weeks selected for this study were the
first three in July.

The All-Star baseball game was

July 9, and it was thought important that the modern

0
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columnists under consideration in thia the~is be given a
chance to compet

against one another on the same subject.

It is interesting to note t'fm.' t•nine· or the ten
writers devoted from one to five columns during the
fourteen-day period to the All-Star game, or the important
argument of the time--balloting for the All-Star team.
The one writer who didn 1 t mention the All-Star game was
Emmett Watson or the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

Although

interested in major league baseball, Mr. Watson devoted
most of his writing during that period to the Floyd
Patterson-Pete Rademaoher heavyweight championship boxing
match, which was coming up in Seattle.
Six of the columnists attended the All-Star game in
St. Louis, which gives them an interesting conmon bond tor
the purpose of this study.

-

Jimmy Burns or the Miami

Herald devoted five columns to the game and the voting
procedure under discussion at that time.

Three other

columns by Burns were written on baseball which perhaps
gave too much weight to the subject even for Miami readers.
However, this study will not attempt to judge the "local
angle• interest of the columns.

Anothe~ major subject during that period of study
~

~

.-11

was the proposed Brooklyn Dodgers-New York Giants franchise
shifts to California.

The Patterson boxing matches w1 th

Tommy "Hurricane" Jackson and Rademacher, the Congressional

i
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hearing on sports, and mid-summer football items also drew
attention in the order listed.
Each writer devoted at least one full column to an
e

item of completely local interest.

Although the ten

writers in the study are with metropolitan dailies, it is

felt probable that the smaller the paper, the more space
the sports columnist will devote to strictly local sports.
B.

orga.ilzation

The thesis is organized into three parts:

(1)

History of sports writing and sports column writing, (2)
Comparison of sports columning today and in 1927, and (3)
Analysis of present sports column writing from a literary
standpoint.
The author has gathered historical matter from many
sources in an attempt to write a comprehensive history of
the subject.

It is believed that no attempt has been made

before to write a complete history of the sports column.
Although this history is far from complete, it is considered a sa isfactory compilation of factual material.
The "heart" of the thesis is found in Chapter III,
which compares the ten modern columnists with the five
representing the 1920 1 s, and Chapter IV, which is devoted
to a content study of the ten modern sports columnists.
Although individual comparisons of sports writing have

.
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been made as well as individual content analyses, no
attempt has been made to analyze the subject on a broader-,
or more national scale.

CHAPTER II
HISTORY
Sports reporting and commenting had its start with
the be ginning of sport itself as far back as the first of
the ancient Olympic Games in 776 B. C. in Olympia, Greece.
Interest in the first Olympic Garnes as well as other
sporting events of the time was stirred by heralds on
horseback who announced the attractions of the day as taey
rode on their way to the "stadia," and the results as they
rode back through the towns on their way home again.
Sports reporting found its birth in these heralds.
Sports colwnnists can go back to a time nearly that
lon g ago when heralds would pause in the towns and opinionate a news story, or "editorialize" on the results of
an event.

This was the birth of the idea of sports

columning .
Since ancient days many transitions have taken
place.

Sports and sports rep orting have gone through

periods of boom and bust, periods of mere tolerance,
favoritism, and complete intolerance.
Today millions of people, influenced by a report of
a coming sports event, flock to the stadiums, the ball
parks, or the gymnasiums to see the events and then insist
that a complete report be given in the local paper the
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following day.
If something spectacular happens in front of their
eyes at the" game they want to read what the local columnist

" ~--

has to sayNabout it.
seeing an event.

Fans are never satisfied with just

They insist on a written review.
A.

American Beginning

But, let us make our real start by turning to the
be ginning of the history of sports writing as a whole and
then of sports columning in particular.
Shortly after the turn of the Century a group of
sports promoters, realizing that American newspapers
would not devote space to sports publicity unless it was
in the form of paid advertisements, decided to formtheir
ovm paper.

In 1819, therefore, the American Farmer, a

wee kly newspaper which solicited advertisements and, in
exchange, printed sports items, was foµnded.

John Stuart

Skinner, postmaster of Baltimore, sponsored this, the
first of the sporting journals.

1

Ten years later, the American Farmer began a second
paper, the American Turf Register, which was devoted
entirely to horse racing.

1 Frank G. Menke, The New Encyclopedia of Sports .
(New York: A. S. Barnes, 19m, P• 660.
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On~Jiiecember 10, 1831, William Trotter Porter began

!h!

publishing the Spirit o f ~ Times:

,

r

American Gentle-

<

~.

man•s Newspaper, a weekly devoted exc us~vely to sporting
news.
Founded in Baltimor~, the Spirit of the Times soon
was moved to New York where it became popularly lmown as

Porter•s Spirit of the Times.
Porter was amazingly successful with this specialized paper.

The editor published the sporting venture on

a national scale by printing stories of interest from all

horse racing centers of the nation.
Porter directed the appeal of his paper solely to
followers of racing and hunting.

There was an •Answer to

Queries" deparunent that also proved popular.

As the

periodical became more authoritative and more widely read,
the editor•s opinion came to be widely sought.
Porter used a few woodcuts plus jokes and card game
rules to help fill the columns.
In 1832, Porter had financial troubles and was
forced to sell to the owners of the newspaper, Traveller.
Traveller•s owners, recognizing the importance or
Porter's influence, hired him to be "Editor of Sports• for
the paper.

He thus became the first sports editor in the

United States.

Later in 1832 Porter quit the Traveller

and until 1835 worked in different editorial capacities on

...
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newspapers in and around New York •
•

On January 2, 1835, Porter purchased the Traveller
from

c.

J.B. Fisher.

The next ~ay, he resumed publicatio n
'

of the Spirit of the Times.

He
4

~

~· nlD!lbering the paper
egan

as if there had been no lapse in publicatio n since its
beginning in 1831.

This is the explanatio n for the "lost

volumes• of the Spirit of the Times between 1832 and 1835.
In 1839, Porter bought the American Turf Register,
which had been founded in 1829.

He moved it from Balti-

more to New York, continuing the Spirit of the. Times as a
weekly and running the American Turf Register as a monthly
newspaper.

In 1845, Porter reduced the latter to the

status of a racing calendar. 2
By 1860 the Spirit of the Times boasted the unprecedente d circulatio n of 100,000, one of the largest
circulatio ns of any kind of sports newspaper or magazine
in the country. 3
Many attempts were made to duplicate the success of
the Spirit _2.!:

!!!!

Times.

The National Police Gazette was

was started in 1845 and with sensationa lism and blatant
journalism gave the readers something new and different in
2 Ibid.

3Frederick Hudson, Journalism in the United States.
(New York: Harper and Brothers, l873T; P:--341.
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sports writing.

.,

The Gazette summarized the week•s events in each
~sut:t; which included sports, hanging~ , rapes, murders, and
burgl·a'ries.

It confined 1 ts sports stories to prize

fighting and cock fighting, and gave most of its space to
professional athletics.
George Wilkes took over the editorship of the Spirit
of the Times after Porter's death, and attempted to make
it the supreme court of racing.

Various turf powers, who

resented this, formed the National Trotting Association 1n
the 1880' s and chose to ignore the former dominance of the
Spirit of the Times by making their own turf rules.
As a result, the Spirit of the Times began to lose
some of its patronage, and finally died in 1901.
Frank Queen began a sports periodical in Ne• York

1n 1853 called the.!!!!

X2!:!

Clipper.

The Clipper concen-

trated its coverage on prize fighting, and soon became
re~ogni zed as an authority on anything pertaining to
For many of the major fights of that time, odds

boxing.

were posted and stakes were deposited at the office of the
Clipper.
The first story written about the game of baseball-a ve7:1Y bri~~ one--appeared in the!!! York Sunday Merc\U"J'
in April, 1853.

This was not a sports newspaper, but

dealt with general news.

The item mentioned baseball as a

comparativ ely new game that was "attractin g quite a few
tollowers. • 4
Near the end or the Civil War two more sports pub- ·
lications were started.

They were !!:!!:£ and Field ~ F~.

According to a book devoted to journal1'Jm written in 1873
by Frederick Hudson, "These papers indulged in learned
articles on racing, angling, baseball, cricket, lacrosse,
yachtine, skating, shooting, rowing--in cleed, in all outdoor sports.

They give an impulse to open-air enjoyments ,

and do a great deal towards improving the physique of the
human family, and towards throwing away the physic of the
family physician. " 5
Not until after the Civil War did sports events
receive more than mere mention in the regular newspapers .
Publishers thought of sports as business and, therefore,
demanded that if its promoters wanted newspaper space they
pay ror it just as the other advertiser s did.
The first substantia l sports news in a regular

-----

daily appeared in James Gordon Bennett 1 s New York Herald
in the early 70 1 s.

Bennett confined his early accounts to

boxing, but later added polo, tennis, and golf as they
increased in popularity .

His acceptance of sports as a

'\enke, .21?.· cit., p. 660.
5 Hudson, .2E· cit., p. 342.

18
necessary and important news source was a revelati &n to
s~ories proved popular with
Sports
.
.

the newspaper world.

-:,

readers from the beginni~-·and soon other papers adopted
Bennett's methods.

.

This journalistic wizard introduced the practice of
using telegraph and cable to obtain distant sports ne~s.
By contracting Billy F,dwards, a former heavyweight boxer,
to dictate blow-by-blow accounts to a shorthand expert,
Bennett became the first publisher to employ sports experts
to gather sporting news.
Credit for helping to promote the interest in baseball that made it the "National Pastime" is given to
Bennett and Porter who published more and more about the
new sport as it developed in the late 60 1 s and 70 1 s.
It was largely through these two illustrious editors
that outdoor sports in general and baseball in particular
from 1865 to 1875 showed a vigor never before approached.
B.

1'.h!

Scene Today

In the middle of the 20th Century sports promoters
ana publ1c1ty directors take for granted their teams will
be given QP&ce on the sports page--gratuitously.
✓

.

,

Few, if

any, of the sports writers covering athletic events,
writing columns or color or pre-game articles, think of
the larg& amount of free advei-tising they are giving to the

1
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men or teams involved.

As £ar as they are concerned the

contest is news and must be reported to the public.

•

This

also is true of the press releases so readily handed out
and just as readily reprinted by sports editors and
...

columnists.
Newspapers have kept baseball alive through more

than sixty years by w~lishing--gratis--the standing of the
clubs and the hitting and pitching averages of the stars.
They have spotlighted football, basketball, racing, and
many other sports.

In exchange for the $10,000 worth of

free newspaper publicity, sports promoters and athletic
directors have added hundreds of millions to their
bankrolls. 6
During the twenties and early thirties sports
reporters covering the major league baseball teams had
their expenses paid by the teams being covered.

Sports

editors have since dropped this plan because of its
possible innuence on the writer.

The writers of today

are on a complete expense account so they won 1 t be tempted
with a dinner at the expense of the ball club.
In 1868 the Cincinnati Red Stockings became the
first professional baseball team.

6

Menke, ~-

ill•,

p. 660.

The National League of

•
I>
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American Baseball Clubs was founded in 1876.
in general and the

1!!!

~

7

Newspapers

Herald and Spirit of the Times

in particular publicized baseball and were instrumental in'
creating interest in the game.
The first intercollegiate football game was played
in 1869 between Rutgers and Princeton.

That initial game

would hardly be recogni zed as football today and it was
1874 before a game between Harvard and

cGill College of

Canada prod ced i deas i n the heads of the American coaches
that resulted eventually in the gar.ie as we know it today. 8
The first All-America football team was sele~ted by
Walter Camp of Yale in 1889.

For many years the groat

coach (referreu to by many as the father or American
football) looked only to eastern schools for his AllAmerica players.

Yale, Harvard, and Princeton were the

only schools represented on the first two select elevens,
but a player from Pennsylvania made it in 1891, and
gradually more and more •toreign" standouts made the team.
The appointment of Amos Alonzo Stagg as football
coach at Chicago university in 1892 began a new era tor the
sport in the Middle West.

7 Ibid. ,

Boweyer, tt was not until the

p. 95.

8Allison Danzig, The His~ry of American Football.
(New J~rsey: Prentice-HiII, 1956), p. 78.
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early 1900 1 s tha~
..., western schools began to be recognized
as football powers.

They finally "arrived" in the minds

of eastettn schools and sports writers in 1913 when an upstart Notre Dame team whipped Army 35-13 before 8,000
stunned spectators at West Point.
The day after this game, the sports _writers in the
East were writing about something they had ~rely seen in
eastern football--a pass play.

Passing had become legal

in 1906, but did not develop until that day in 1913 when a
quarterback named Gus Durais threw five touchdown passes
to an end named Knute Roclme to beat the best of the
eastern elevens.
All of the rule changes, games, players, coaches,
and their plays were followed faithfully by the sports
press.
When Joseph Pulitzer bought the 1!!!! York World he
organized a separate sports department.

By 1892, vir-

tually all the great papers in the leading cities had
"sRorting editors" with trained staffs, and though the
sports section as such lia-d no ~ appeared, the Herald, World,
and

l!!!X2!:! .§!!!!

each would sometimes devote a page or

more to sports.
Sports writers became famous for their stories in
various papers--Joe Vila of the

1!!! X2!! ~, who intro-

duced play-by-play reports of football games; Damon Runyon

.
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famous as a

!2!!

!!!! York American, who became more
short story writer; w. o. McGeehan, who began

of the Denver

and

a distinguished career on San Francisco papers and finished
it on the !!!!!

~

.!i.8lald Tribune; Charles E. Van Loan of

various California and New York papers; and Nels Innes,
sports editor of the Boston Herald, who compiled the outstanding records of his day and published them in a small
book.

He is credited with being the first to issue such a

publication (the year unlmown}.

There were many other

well-lmown writers.
Wireless was first used for news reporting at the
international yacht races of 1899.

Guglielmo Marconi, a

young man of twenty-five, handled the transmission of this
report for the Associated Press. 9
By 1900, William Randolph Hearst, stormy tyrant of

journalism, had worked out the modern sports section for
his New~ Journal.

He always did his contemporaries

one better and his early work can be compared favorably to
p,resent day treatment of sports.

Hearst made the sports

section radical in its departure from the rest of the
paper.
sport.

He devel oped specialists in different fields of
•
His experiments in sports reporting reached such a

9 Frank Luther Mott, American Journalism.
The Mac Millan Co., 1950)., : pp. 578-9.

(New York:
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height at the end of the 19th Century ,ti.,.t !any other publishers openly screamed at his "open prostitution of
journali~m."

Much of what Hearst created in the 90's has

formed the basis for the present day sports page. 10
But sports coyerage in the United States, almost
one hundred

ears old at the beginning of the 20th Century,

still was suffering from a lack of popular enthusiasm.
There seemed to be a social stigma attached to sports of
The writers, therefore, concealed their identity

the day.

under such pen names as "Uppercut" and "Left Jab" to
shroud the fact t hat they were writing sports. 11
Prize fights were covered for the papers by the
referees or by ex-fighters such as Billy FA.wards who
worked for Bennett; retired players wrote baseball stories.
Racing stories were written by anyone who could write well
enough for readers to understand who won the race and by
In addition, the papers also hired men from

how far.

street corners and pool halls.
The innuence of ':these men upon sports reporting
was almost entirely discreditable.

They used incorrect

10 James Harry Padgitt, "The History and Development
of the Sports Page as Typified by the St. Louis GlobeDemocrat (18?6-1938)," (unpublished Master's thesis, The
University of Missouri, Columbia, 1939), p. xiv.
11

Menke, ~-

ill•,

p. 661 .

r,

.
~

-~
{

~

,,

grammar, substituted verbs for nouns and nouns for verbs,
and used adjectives only as superlatives.
11he only requirement for a sports writer was that
he know something about sports; therefore, we see the discreditable beginnings of American sports journalism.
These men also invented a special language-of-the-trade,
or jargon, in their writing.

No one lmows exactly who

originated sports jargon, but it has been estimated that
it started in the 1880 1 s and expanded rapidly. 12
use of jargon increased until it reached a climax
in the late 1920 1 s and early 30 1 s, and then began its
decline just before World War II.

Not only did jargon

decrease, but sports writing in general received an established status as a profession with high qualifications.
Editors began demanding from their sports writers
talents other than mere sports lmowledge.

The prime

requisite of any reporter in sports or general news has
become a knowledge of how to write the English language
correctly.

:.J.

At the beginning of the present century, newspapers--including metropolitan papers--felt they were
suffering from a rush of generosity if they had three men

12stanley Herman Slom, "Jargon.Free Sports Writing,"
(unpublished Master's thesis, The University of Missouri,
Columbia, 1951), p. 35.

.....,,..
·-·
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The same papers today have from

on their sports staff.
20 to 40 men.

An example is the Chicago Tribune with 30

men on the sports desk and nearly 1oo ·stringers.
In the present decade, about 10,000 men earn their
f'.,

livelihood as sports writers f6r daily newspapers.

Addi-

tionally, there are about 1,500 sportscasters performing
Q

on radio and television.

There are many periodicals de-

voted to sports that employ as a group 10,000 men--and
upward.
Sports has come from the oblivion of the advertisina
columns to a major news rating today.

If one counts in

the advertising solicitors, the compositors, and others
with the editors and editorial assistants and the radio
and

TV

army, the sports reporting legions of today total

perhaps 250,000--maybe 400,000--and those who write do so
proudly under the exact name that belongs to them.

An

amazing revolution has been wrought in sportdom in about
four decades. 13
One of the major factors in the 20 1 s which was a
part of the revolution was the sudden surge toward sports
hero-worship.
Until the 1920 1 s, the public regarded professional
athletes as crude, muscular muggs engaged in activities
13Menke, 2£•

ill••

p. 661.
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hardly worthy of attenti9n from gentlemen of breeding and
culture.

Amateurs were accepted with mere tolerance; but

the attitude was founded essent;at l~-o n tlie snob appeal or
the social sports.

Even the football players of the Ivy

League were looked upon as a strange species.
The crazy, turbulent twenties brought an abrupt and
Whether it was an emotional

radical change in viewpoint.

hang-over from the war or merely the firing or imaginatio ns
by the most colorful and comp~lling stars any decade has
seen is moot.

Whatever the cause, America suddenly became

sports-mad and its athletic heroes were canonized one cut
below sainthood.
Babe Ruth, the most photograph ed personalit y in the
world after Edward, Prince of Wales, received a salary

greater than the President 's.

Red Grange, a football

player f'rom the University of Illinois, left college to
turn profession al and cleared a quarter of a million
dollars in two months.

More than two million dollars were

paid -to see Gene Tunney defend his heavyweigh t championship against J a ck Dempsey.

Bobby Jones won the golf titles

of Britain and was given a tickertape reception down
Broadway in New York City previously reserved for visiting
royalty, transatlan tic aviators, and channel swimmers. 14

1

l4stanley Frank, s orts Extra.
Barnes, 944), pp • xiii-% v.

(New York:

A. s.
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In the 1920 1 s the lead stories on major sports
events--always represented solemnly as the spectacle of
the century--~an interminably.

It was not unusual for a

metropolitan paper to carry a 4,000-word account of the
World Series game or a heavyweight fight, accompanied by a
crowd, or color, story of equal length which~was usually
left to the columnist.

The crowd stories were written by

:•trained seals," prose poets from the city staff or celebrities such as Ring Lardner and Irvin

s.

Cobb, who had

left newspaper work and returned to do a once~over-lightly.
The trained seals vanished several years ago.
Editors discovered that regular staff members of the
sports departments were capable of writing thoroughly
acceptable crowd and feature yarns and compressing them
into the body of news stories that consumed half the space
formerly devoted to one aspect of the event.

A

growing

appreciation for the esthetics of sport was apparent. 15
Sports columning also has come a long way from the
original means of editorializing the results of sports
l

couriers who told of the "astounding"
events by shouting
,\
happenings at the first Olympic Games.
Today, no form of writing is as free of rules and
grammatical regulations as the sports column.

15~ . , pp. xiv-xv.

Yet, as will

7
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be seen in the writings of the ten columnists selected for
this study, sports columnists hold their own in literary

tr .

ability and achievements.
The sports columnist of today has dropped many of
the flowery expressions used by the 1920-30 writers.

Most

of the favorite adjectives of the earlier writers ar-e
cliches today, but at the same time it must be remembered
~

that thirty years from now, our "up-to-date" expressions
also will be cliches.
As mentioned in connection with sports writing in
general, the writing standards increased near the close
of the twenties and beginning of the thirties.

Today the

standards are high, and many of the columnists• writings
score as well in standard readability tests as do many of
our best selling novels.

And the sports columnist is

usually able to write his column only once--perhaps with
no chance to even read over the copy before it goes to
press.

·~

~ ..,
The late twenties and early
thirties found most

columnists falling into one of two schools of sports
journalism, either the "Gee whiz" or the "Aw nuts" school.
The "Gee whiz" writers were always optimistically pleasant.
They never wrote a nasty word about anybody, and they
always picked the human interest elements out of a story
to put in their columns.

The chief exponent of this type

.
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of writing was one of the greatest, if not the greatest,
sports writers of all time, Grantland Rice.
The following excerpt from ·

•Rice story of October

19, 1924, in the~ York Herald Tribune will serve as a
heart for the rest of the thesis--as sort of a guide or

comparison for ten current columnists.
outlined against a blue-gray October sky, the Four
Horsemen rode again. In dramatic lore they are known
as Famine, Pestilence, Destruction and Death. These
are only aliases. Their real names are Stuhldreher,
Miller, Crowley and Layden. They formed the crest of
the South Bend cyclone before which another fighting
Army football team was swept over the precipice at the
Polo Grounds yesterday afternoon as 55,000 spectators
peered down on the bewildering panorama spread on the
green plain below.
A cyclone can•t be snared. It may be surrounded,
but somewhere it breaks through to keep on going.
When the cyclone starts from South Bend, where the
candle lights still gleam through the Indiana sycamores, those in the v,ay must take to storm cellars at
top speed. Yesterday the cyclone struck again as
Notre Dame beat the Army, 13 to 7, with a set of backfield stars that ripped and crashed through a strong
Army defense with more speed and power than the warrin
cadets could meet.
Notre Dame won its ninth game in twelve Army starts
through the driving power of one of the greatest backfields t Mat ever churned up the tur f".,:of any gridiron
in any football age. Brilliant backfields may come
and go, but in Stuhldreher, Miller, Crowley and Layden,
covered by a fast and charging line, Notre Dame can
take its place in front of the field ••••
It (Notre Dame interference) formed quickly and
came along in unbroken order, always at terrific
speed, carried by backs who were as hard to drag down
as African buffaloes. On receiving the kick-off,
Notre Dame's interference formed something after the
manner of the ancient flying wedge, and they drove
back up the field with the runner covering from 25 to

30
30 yards a almost every chance. And when a back such
as Harry Wilson (Army star) finds few chances to get
started, you can -figure upon the defensive strength
that is barricading the road. Wilson is one of the
hardest backs in the g9A.~ to suppress, but he found
f~• chances yesterday t'S' ahdt- his broken field ability.
You can 1 t run through a broken field until you get
there.
One strong feature of the Army play was its headlong battle against heavy odds. Even when Notre Dame
had scored two touchdowns and was well on its way to a
third, the Army fought on with fine spirit until the
touchdown chance came at last • .And when the chance
came Coach Mc:EWan (Army) had the play ready for the
final march across the line. The Army has a better
team than it had last year. So has Notre Dame. We
doubt that any team in the country could have beaten
Roclme•s array yesterday afternoon, F.ast or West. It
was a great football team brilliantly directed, a team
of speed, power and team play. The Army has no cause
for gloom over its showing. It played first-class
football against more speed than it could match.
Those who have tackled a cyclone can un~erstand. 16
This is a literary masterpiece, and though it would be out
of place on a modern sports page, it would certainly be
well read.

w. o.

McGeehan, on the cynical, critical side, was

the founder of the "Aw nuts" school, although he was not a
professional aginner.

He properly belongs between those ~

extremes, a little to the left of center. 17
McGeehan at his best was a satirist; he had an

16Grantland Rice, "Notre Dame Cyclone Beats Army
13 to?," New York Herald Tribune, October 19, 1924, pp.
1, 18.
17
96.
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ironic touch but he never descended to the slang caricature
fancied during that time.
~

"

•

f'U

Below is an example of this

"Aw nuts" type of writing as written by McGeehan for the 4 ·

!!!! York Herald Tribune on October

10, 1925.

After mature deliberation I have come to the conclusion that only those who know little or nothing
about the national pastime really enjoy a World Series.
The experts are interested only in the games that put
the non-experts into a state of somnolence, while they
suffer great mental anguish at the games that produce
thrills for those who know little or nothing about the
intricacies of inside baseball.
For instance, after the 0pening game of the current
Series, Mr. Wilbert Robinson, president of the Brooklyn
Baseball Club, approached me beaming with enthusiasm.
"Now there," said Mr. Robinson, "was a great game of
baseball." "Why?" I dananded. Mr. Robinson withered
me with a look of scorn. "And they send saps like you
to report baseball games," he said, bitterly.
Following the second game Mr. Robinson held me with
his glittering eye. "You saw it?" he asked.
"Surely," I replied evasively and tried to hurry on.
"You got the big story of the game?" he demanded. "oh,
yes," I replied airily. "Peck fumbled one and then
Cuyler drove out a home run, and it was all over."
The World Series guest here beat his breast and
emitted loud raspberry. "Do you mean to tell me,"
d~anded Mr. Robinson, "that you did not notice the
big featUl'e of the game? D1dn 1 t you see the Pittsburgh i~e~d ,come in during ~ ninth inning? Anybody who knows anything about oaseball would have
noticed that. I asked Fred Clarke about it after the
game and all he said was, 'You go to helll' and here
you are going to write a piece about the baseball game
and you didn't even see that.nl8
The 20 1 s ushered in a new era of sports journalism--

1 8w. o. McGeehan, "Down the Line,"~ York Herald
Tribune, October 10, 1925, p. 17.
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an era of deeJl,ening interest in sports

d sports writing--

an era that has been called the "Golden Era" of sports.
Sports writing has advanced in tbs last thirty

~years both in grammatical style and in literary expression.
~

~

~

Several of the ten columnists under consideration in this
study began their journalistic careers in the 20 1 s, and
have made the style transition along with the newcomers.
History is a great teacher, and the sports column
~of today is a result of its ovm history.

For this reason

it was deemed important that a chapter of this thesis be
devoted to historical matter--an introduction to the
subject.

CHAPTER III
BIOGRAPHIES

~

4¥'":,

This chapter is devoted to short biographical
sketches concerning the sports colunmists studied in this
thesis.
No two of these writers reached their present position via the same route.

Each story of the development of

an excellent sports writer and columnist has its ovm twist
which adds spice to their somewhat similar styles.

In

most cases they are also sports editors.
With the exception of the two Detroit writers,
enough in!ormation is provided about each columnist to
give a background impression.
All that i s lmown about Doc Green and H. G.
Salsinger of the Detroit News is that the latter was
sports editor and colunmist through the 1927 period and
still writes nThe Umpire."

Green is currently the sports

elii tor and wri t es his daily "Pre'fl s Box."
The following writers have been studied:
Arthur Daley, studied for his colunm, "Sports of
the Times," which he has written for the~ York Times
since 1942.
The day John Kieran wrote his f'inal "Sports of the
Times," Daley was told by the sports editor, Raymond J.
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Kelly, to write the column until further notice.

Daley

has been writing it ever since.
Daley won the Pulitzer Prize in 1956 •tor his outstanding coverage and commentary on the world or sports."
Only two other sports writers have won the coveted
Pulitzer award.
The Pulitzer Committee which announced the 1956
award cited Daley "tor local reporting under conditions
not usually subject to deadline."

He was chosen from a

list of 718 entries in the field of journalism.
Daley, born and reared in New York city, was gr~duated from Fordham University in 1926 at the age of twentytwo.

After graduation he was hired by the Times as a

sports reporter and has been with that newspaper since. 1
Gordon Cobbledick, studied for his column "Plain
Dealing" which he has written for the Cleveland PlainDealer since 1946.
Cobbledick was educated at Case Institute in Cleveland, receiving his degree in 1921.
After doing odd jobs for two years, he got his
journalistic start with the Plain-Dealer in 1923 and
worked there for three years.

~arjorie Dent Candee (ed.), Current Bio,.aphy.
(New York: H. w. Wilson Company, 1956), Vol. 1~ p. 136.

('
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He became an editorial writer for the Cleveland
Times in 1926, but returned to .t~e Plain-Dealer the next
year to receive his first 11;trodfltion to • he 'i:,orts ~e-

partment.
In 1944, Cobbledick entered the Army as a war
correspondent and served in the Pacific two years.
He has been the sports editor and the writer of
"Plain Dealing" since his return from service in 1946.
is a

memb~~ ✓of

He

the Baseball Writers Association and was

the organization's president in 1942.

2

John P. Carmichael, studied for his column "The
Barber Shop" which he has written since his first working
day on the Chicago Daily!!!! in 1934.
Carmichael began his career in journalism with the
Milwaukee Journal as a reporter and quickly found his

niche as a columnist.

He transferred to the ~ilwaukee

Leader where he was a reporter and columnist on the news
side.
His Orst _1 ritr*uction t o- Chicago journalism - e as
a sports reporter on the Chicago Herald-Examiner. He
'
transferred to the Daily~ three years later, and
started writing the column, "The Barber Shop" his first day
2"Gordon Cobbled1ck," Who•~ Who in America.
(Chicago: Marquis Publications, l9!'1T,p. 497.
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at work.

He has been sports editor of the Daily News sine

1943.
Carmichael is the author of Biggest Days !_!! ~ - '

-ball and is the

editor with Marshall B. Cutter of Who•s

~.!!!~Major Leagues. 3
Oliver E. Kuechle, studied for his column, "Time
out for Talk," written for the Milwaukee Journal since the
late 40 1 s.
Kuechle has worked for the Journal his entire
journalistic career which began in 1928.

He is a graduate

of Marquette University, and since his initial day of work
with the Journal has worked at everything from obits to

sewing circle meetings.
He has been on the sports desk since 1944 when he
was in charge of the Journal•s New York Bureau.
been sports editor for a little over a year. 4

He has

D:mnett Watson, studied for his column, "Watson's
Needle," which he has written since· the mid-40 1 s for the
Seattle~ Post-Intelligencer.
After graduation from college, Watson played pro3 nJohn p. Carmichael," Who 1 s Who in America.
(Chicago: Marquis Publications, 19511,,' ~ 416.
4 Irv1n~ !X. Marsh, Edward Ebre (eds.), Best s1>-or:ts
Stories of 1948. (New York: E. P. Dutton ana'canpany,

1948) , p-;-3~

fessiona l baseball for four years before joining the news
side staff of the Seattle Star.
He left the.§!!!: to add two years of experie'Q ,e · to ·
his career wi th the Seattle Times before moving over to
5
the Post-Int elligenc er, where he has been since 1940.
Bill Leiser, studi ed for his column, "As Bill
Leiser Sees It.," which he has written for the~ Francisc o
Chronicl e since the late 30 1 s.
Although Leiser was

bo~n
.,._

and raised in th~ Mid-West,

he went to Stanford Universi ty for his advanced educatio n
and has been on the West Coast since.

He received his AB

degree in polit~ca l science in 1921 and a Juris Doctor
degree in 192~:
He edited the Stanford Daily while at the university and had many contacts with newspape rs as a campus
correspo ndent.
Leiser lmew American football , and when the West
Coast colleges switched to football from rugby, the Stanford reporter was in great demand. He- lwas lmown , . the
football "expert" for the~ Francisc o Examiner (his • f1rs1
job), and thus passed up the cub stage of the normal
reporter .
5 Irv1ng T. Marsh, Edward Ehl'e {eds.), Best Sports
Stories of 1947. {New York: E. P. Dutton anQComp any,

1947) ,

p:-2,nr.-
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He spent nine years with the Examiner and then
transferred to the Chronicle, where he became sports editor in 1934.

He was one of the first to make the break

with the Hearst-owned Examiner.
He is also a past president of the Football Writers
Association. 6
Earl Ruby, studied for his column,"Ruby 1 s Report,"
which he has written for the Louisville Courier-Journal
since 1940.
~

Ruby was born less than five miles f'rom Churchill
Downs, home of the Kentucky Derby, and has seen every
Derby since, as a boy of twelve he sneaked in to his first
one.
He wrote a few stories for the Courier-Journal
while he was in high school and at the University of
Louisville.
He started full-time work for the Journal in 1930
and became sports editor of Kentucky's largest daily news"

paper in 1937. 7
Bill Rives, studied for his column, "The Sport

6 rrv1ng T. Mush, Edward Ehre (eds.), Best Sports
Stories of 1945. (New York: E. P. Dutton anaCompany,

1946) , p:-9V:-

7 rrving T. Marsh, Edward Ehre {eds.), Best Sports
Stories of 1944. (New York: E. P. Dutton ancf'company,

1946), p-:-1~
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Scene," which he has written for the Dallas Morning~
s i nce 1949.
He graduated from St. Mary's University in San
Antonio in 1926.
Rives began his career in journalism with the
Associated Press in Dallas, and after working in Houston
and New York offices, he returned to Dallas to become
sports editor of the Morning~ in 1949.
He won the E. P. Dutton news feature award i l\-,'1951
for his outstanding sports coverage. 8
JimntY Burns, studied for his column, "Spotlighting

.

Sports," which he has written for th~;J 1'8.mf .H,rald since
.

~

becoming sports editor of the paper in 1944.
Burns graduated from Oglethorpe Univ~rsity in
Atlanta, Georgia in 1922 and went directly to work on the
city staff of the Atlanta Georgian.
He was with the Georgian for seventeen years during
which time he was makeup editor, sports editor, and city
~

~ edi tor.

Burns received his excellent sports writing back-

ground fran Ed Danforth, dean of southern sports editors
until his retirement in 1957.
Burns went to the Miami Daily!!!!, as city editor in
1940 and to the Herald in 1943 as assistant city editor.

8 Best Sports Stories of 1947, p. 275 .

C
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A year later he became sports editor. 9
John Kieran, studied for his ~olumn, "Sports of the
Times, 11 which he initiated for the

1!!! York Times i n 1927

and handed over to Arthur Daley in 1942.
Kieran was twenty-three when he got his first newspaper job in 1915 with the Times.

He worked on the sports

desk two years, spent two years in the war, and then resumed his duties with the Times' sports department.
Kieran was graduated from Fordham University in
1912 where he lettered in baseball and swimming.
ated cum laude.

He gradu-

After a year of teaching he went to work

for a construction company until he received the job with
the Times.
He transferred to the l!!:!!
!'rom there to the

X2!:!

Tribune in 1922 and

!!!! X2!:! American in 1925. At the end

of 1926, Kieran was called back to the Times to start
"Sports of the Times."
In 1938, Kieran became nationally known on the radio
progr&lftA;"Information Please,"
on December 25, 1942, Kieran wrote his last "Sports
of the Times" column.

The next year he went to the!!!

York Sun to write a natural history column called "One
9

1957.

Letter from Jimmy Burns to author, December 6,
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Small Voice.nlO
Grantland Rice (1880-1954), studied for his column
"The Sportli ght," whi ch h~ wrote for t h e ! ! ! ~ HeraldTribune from 1914 to 1930.
,.

The dean of American sports writers, Rice has
written more words-- good words--on major sport events than
any other man in the business.
Rice rece i ved his education at Vanderbilt University
and his start in newspap ~
Tennessean.

work with the Nashville

He even helped start the Tennessean when i t

W published for the first time in 1907.
Rice l eft for the "bi g city" in 1910 to work on the
New

~

Evening Mail until 1913 and the

~

York Herald-

Tribune until his death in 1954.
The now famous "The Sportlight" column was syndicated from 1930 to its author's death. 11

w. o.

J cGeehan (1879-1933), studi~d for his column,

-

-

"Down the Line," which he wrote for the New York HeraldTribune from 1922 t,l hi s .d eath.

McGeehan began his j6U.rnalis~ic career in ,-l.90e with
the San Francisco Call.

He became city editor and later

10
The National -9.Iclopedia of American Biogapby.
T. v.1ifte & Company, 1946), G, pp. 144-45.
York:1Tames
(New
11 Grantland Rice, The Tumult and the Shouting.
(New York: A. S. Barnes and Company-;--T9 m.
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managin g editor or the .§.!!! Francis co Post after leaving
the

.9.!1!..

He also worked on the Bulleti n and Examin er

, before migrat ing to New York City in 1914.
In New York, he quickly became one of the top men

'
in the toughe st of all newspap er leagues .

He was ap-

pointed sports ed i tor of the Tribune in 1916 and five years
later was promote d to the managi n g editor 's throne.
Executi ve work palled on McGeehan , though, and in
1922 he abdicat ed to devote all his time to his sports
column. 12
Harvey T. Woodru ff, studied for his Chicago Tribune
column, "In The Wake of the News," which he initiat ed in
1919.
Woodru i'f got his start in journal ism with the
Chicago Times Herald where he worked as a sports reporte r
from 1895 to 1898.
He became sports editor of the Chicago Record in
1898, but relinqu ished the office because of differe nces o1
opinion "4th the editor- in-chl 6{ in 1901.
-~

After a period of time out of journal ism, Woodruf 'f
began working for the Tribune in 1908 and became the
12wil11am o. McGeehan, "Who Was Who in Americ a."
( Chicago : The A. N. Marquis Company, 1942), Vol. I,
p. 811.

Ir-

famous paper's sports editor shortly thereafter. 13

...
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York:

1 ~ i . N. Ask (ed.), Who's Who in Journalism. (New
Journalism Publishing Company-;-1928 ), p. 423.

CHAPTffl IV
.fJ

COMPARISON
In making a comparison between the writings of ten
sports columnists of a modern era and five from an era of
thirty years ago it was felt necessary to choose similar
topics for study of examples.

Therefore, we will take a

look at the writings of the fifteen men, comparing treatment of similar topics to include interviews, controversial
issues, drama, personalities, fans, and letters from fans,
amateurism, and pre-fight columns on the major boxing match
of the period.
rt might be inserted at the outset that the author
will not attempt to make an ability comparison between
modern and older writers.

It must be ranembered that

writing styles have changed in the last thirty years, and
something we consider outmoded today might have been original with a 1927 columnist.
On the other hand, originality in style and interpretation among the writers of either era will be mentioned
as well as characteristics considered by the author to be
in poor taste.
A.

Interviews

One of the most important phases, if not the most

,....
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important, of the sports columnist's writing is the intervi •e w.

The columnist depends on his ability to talk to

aporta figures four out of five times he writes a column,
and a sports columnist may be only as good as his ability
to conduct an interview.
The interview is a natural starting point then for
this chapter.
Interviewing will be found in all examples of
sports columning used in this thesis, but in the following
examples the interview is the basis for the column.

It is

the bread and butter of the column.
Most writers from the 1927 period chose to introduce their topic and then quote what the subject had to
say.

Two examples of this style of interviewing follow.

The first is an H. G. Salsinger interview with Jack
Dempsey's trainer before the July 21, 1927 bout with Jack
Sharkey.

The interview appeared in Salsinger 1 s colwnn in

the July 9 issue of the Detroit!!!.!·
If Jack Dempsey follows the advice of his trainers
he will return to the style of fighting that he used
before he met t Tommy Gibbons.
In his training camp his advisers have been coachin
Dempsey to return to the old method and abandon the
system that he fell into 1.n hts bout against Gibbons.
They have been telling him to go back to the "short"
punches that he mastered so thoroughly before he took
the title from Jess Willard.
Martin Burke recently told how Dempsey had s~oiled

.
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his effectiveness by changing his style.

"Jack had gotten into the habit of pulling his hand
back before starting heavy punches," said aurke. "His
opponents soon became Wise to the move and they had
time to take a backward step which .made Dempsey either
miss or force the blow to lose its steam before it
landed in the event that it happened to land. Dempsey
was left wide open and off balance, a simple target
for a telling blow by his opponent.
"We recently explained this mistake to Dempsey and
in a practice bout with Carl Carter, one of his
sparring partners, we put the matter to a test.
Carter was told to look for the tell-tale movement and
step back any time Dempsey pulled his hand back. The
result was that Dempsey either missed with his swing
or the blow just grazed Carter and had no effect on
him.
"But when Dempsey used the short punches he doubled
up Carter. He had all the punishing power in the
short punches that he used to show and he could easily
have knocked out Carter had he so desired ••• "
'The second example appeared in "Down the Line" by

w. o. McGeehan in the July 5, 1927 1!!! X2!:!5 Herald Tribune.
This is a typical interview style of that time in that the
columnist uended to shroud the interviewee under an umbrella of pretense.

McGeehan tells what his subject

(Wilbert Robinson, manager of the Brooklyn Dodgers) has to
say about the old Baltimore Orioles, but Robinson is never
,,

qu-;, ted directly, and McGeehan writes as if he is hiding
Robinson behind the nearest coattail.
1'ffi. WILBERT ROBINSON, manager of the Brooklyn
Dodgers, is in very wrong indeed With the Old Times'
Club. When the members of that organization recover
their coherence and verify what Mr. Robinson is alleged
to have said, steps will be talcen to have him expelled

,.
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t'rom the organization forthwith. In the mean time the
members of the Old Times• Club are numb with amazement
and mute w1 th indignation.
In or~er that you may appreciate the enormity of
the offense of M.r. Robinson against his day and
generation it is necessary to make some preliminary
explanations •••
The tradition has been that the Old Orioles made up
the most sagacious, colorful and effective baseball
team ever lmown to the national pastime and the conviction was that there never could be a greater baseball aggregation than this one. It was not necessary
to go to any trouble to prove this. Any member of the
Old Orioles would admit at any time that it was so.
Mr. Robinson, in my hearing, admitted it on many
occasions very frankly and convincingly.
But it seems that on his sixty-third birthday Mr.
Robinson in the presence of several credible Witnesses
did declare that the Old Orioles were not the greatest
baseball players in the world. The rotund deponent •
did further state that the current New York Yankees
were a greater baseball team than the 01 · Orioles in
every way and voiced an opinion to the effect that the
current New York Yankees would have been a hard team
for the Old Orioles to beat •••
The offense is plain enough. Mr. Robinson clearly
has violated Paragraph 1, Section 1, of the Old Timers'
Club, which reads, "All members of this club must live
and think in the past. The slogan of this club is,
'Nothing is like what it used to be.' It is the duty
of every member of this club to propagate this doctrine
at all times and in the face of opposition. Any
member who admits progress 1n any line of sport •1~1 "
be charged with dereliction of duty and upon being
tried and found gull ty will be' sub·jected to such punishment as the Board of Governors may deem adequate
for the offense" •••
1

.,.

Joseph ,Kell~y, former Old Oriole and member of ' the
Old Timers Club, asks for a suspension of judgement
in the case of Mr. Robinson. "If he said the Old
Orioles were not the greatest team, he may have been
kidding," said Mr. Kelley. "There always is a lot of
kidding in the Old Timers• Club." •••
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Thia column, which is more indirec tly told than
directl y quoted, tends to be humorou s to the 1957 reader,

., .

~

~

J•

.

but the intervi ew was more than serious to the 1927 reader
who conside red the "-Old Oriol6s " the greates t baseba ll

·~·

team ever.
Before going on to the modern style of intervi ewing,
it might be mention ed that a new trend in sportB' -'writin g
develop ed just prior to World War II that was to lead to
the style familia r to us today.
John Kieran of the!!! York Times was partly responsible for the innovat i-0ns and especia lly in the intervi ew.
One new sty~e involve d no introdu ction ~

.comple te quotes

through out. 1

1 John Kieran.
Times.

"Sports of the Times,"

1!!!

York

Braden ton, Fla., March 25, ·:...1940 - "Hello case," said
.
the grizzle d gent.
"Why, hello there., Kid," said Casey, and turning to
the tourist , Casey added, "You know Kid Elberfe ld,
don't you?" •••
Trying to learn anythin g about the (Bosoon ) Bees
With filberfe ld and Stenge l togethe r was useless . It
was Casey up, Elbe~fe ld on deck and this tourist in
~·-:11
the hole •
" I sent Casey up," said the grizzle d gent who was
reputed to be the toughe st bird in baseba ll.
"That's right," said Casey. "He had me in Montgomery in 1912. Washin gton had a scout down looking
at me."
"Mike Kehoe," said Elberfe ld, "and do you rememb er
what he said?" "Yeah, he said I was too tall," answered Casey with a chuckle .
"He said yo~ were too dumb," Baid Elberfe ld.
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The 1957 coll.Dllni,st has developed the interview into
,.

an artistic weapon .. ~hrough which he gains a tremendous

readership.
Sports enthusiasts have become demanding in their
request for first hand lmowledge of the happenings in the
world of sports.
have to say.

They tire of reading wha~ the columnists

They want to lmow why Casey Stengel had

Mickey J.'iantle bunting in the eighth inning of yesterday• s
game with a runner on first, one out, and a two strike
count, but they want the Yankee skipper himself to tell
them.

It has become the columnist 1 s duty to tind out the

answer from Stengel, and put it in the column just as
Casey says it.
This is one reason the modern writer depends so
much on interviewing for columnar material, and why the

"Well, it was this way," said Stengel.

"You gave me

a great build up, and three times in that game I was

doubled off base on long fiies. After the game you
insisted to Kahoe that I was a good player, from the
neck down. So I went to Brooklyn, Ha.• •••
"Remember me giving you mi hit-and-run sign with a
man on second," said Casey, I never heard of that
before - or since - and yet I'll bet you could pull it
right now."
•sure," said the Kid, "you give the sign - the
runner fusses around and gets the sho~ tstop to chase
him toward second, then he breaks for third like he 1 s
stealing. The third-baseman has to cover the bag there's a big hole on that side of the infield - and
I just poke the ball through• •••

.,
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sports columnist has such a wide readership.
Doc Greene of the Detroit!!!!!, wrote an excellent
column July 17, 1957 illustrating to the fullest t e importance of the interview.

Probably the nation's number

one sports interviewee is again the subject.
~

i,'

THE "HUNCH" as a tactical weapon in baseball was
the text of Casey Stengel's sermon in the dugout.
The subject occurred at a remembrance of a bit of
advice ladled by a then manager named Connie Mack to
an about-to-be mana ger named Micke~ Cochrane back in
1934.

After he left the A's, Cochrane sought out his boss
and asked:
"Mr. Mack, is there anything you can tell me about
managing a ball club that might help me when I get to
Detroit?"
Mack considered a moment.
"One thing," he said. "Whenever you have a hunch
to change a pitch r, change him."
Rogers Hornsby, during his years as a pilot, retus
to go to the motmd to remove a pitcher. He sent the
coach, who did not have the power to change the order.
"Sometimes," interjected Stengel from among his
gestures, •he would motion to the plate umpire from
the bench and remove him that way."
Hornsby feared dissuasion.
"I like to go out and talk to 1 em," said Casey.
"But I admit that mostly I forget the conversation and
change 'em anyway. When Vic Raschi pitched for me,
all I had to do was stand up and he•d think I was
coming out. He 1 d bear down with all he had. If it
didn't work then, there was no use talkin•."
"When I look at my bullpen, I have a hunch I ought
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to go home and hide under the bed."
Casey, on the other hand, set a major league record
last season by juggling 26 players in and about an
11-inning game against the Red Sox on a day when he
apparently had hunches that had little hunches •••
To the question of whether he had played many
hunches that were seemingly against all logic, and had
they won for him, Casey headed for the safety of the
drinking fountain.
"Yes.

Plenty of 'em," he gurgled.

"But those are

my secrets and r•m not going to tell you about •em,

because if everybody gets to lmow 1 em maybe they won't
pay me the salary I get by looking mysterious.•
Greene handled this interview perfectly, with a

fascinating column as the result.

It is a perfect example

of letting the subject of the interview carry the ball.
Greene knew that a single q~estion or comment was sufficient to get Stengel talking.

From then on it was just a

matter of writing fast or having a good memory.
one of the finest sports columniststoday writes the
next interview.

Arthur Daley talks to professional tennis

player Ted Schroeder in the July 7, 1957 "Sports of the
Times" and through the column tells the reader of an
interesting moment in the life of the subject.
TED SCHROEDER is a whimsical guy who describes himself as "old, senile and retired." At the age of 35
he may think that he 1 s approaching antiquity but he•s
as tanned, trim and cat-like in his movements as when
he was winning a national tennis championship in 1942
and when he was defending the Davis Cup with Jack
(Jake) Kramer a decade ago. Right now he•s helping
Big Jake promote the round-robin professional tennis
tournament on the sacred turf of Forest Hills from
July 13 to 20.
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"We ~ve the six best players in the world," says
Ted, the breezy one, "and I have tc regard Frank
Sedgnian of Australia as my private pigeon. He gives
me a Frank Buck complex, I brought him back alive.
~

~~

"Sedgnian had won at Wimbledon and at Forest Hi l ls
in 1952, acknowledged as the world's best amateur by
far. Jake talked to him about turning pro as he and
Ken McGregor passed through California in September.
"This would not happen until after the Davis Cup
matches in Australia that December-but there was no
harm in discussing it. Loss of -&nateurism was not
involved. I could even discuss blowing up the White
House. They might toss me in Bellevue but it wouldn't
affect my amateur standing ••• rr
If an interview becomes humorous when placed in
column copy form., so much the better.
consider the mood of hi,f,/. reader.

The columnist must

A morning paper would

lend to one mood perhaps; the evening pilper another.
Emmett Watson adds a touch of humor to his evening
"Watson's Needle" and includes some of it in his July 1,
':.

1957 interview with Fred Hutchinson, manager of the St.

Louis Cardinals.
Being a guy who is subject to suggestion on the
topic of food, I got downright hungry talking to Fred
l!l.1tchinson., of the st. Louis Cardinals, about those
baseball hearings in Washington.
Hutch called them "a lot of baloney."

1

Moreover, he said he was tremblin• with fear over
the current state of the SAC, foreign aid, our Middle
East policy, the weapons program in Korea and Ike's
golf game.
"It's a fine state of affairs," he said, "when they
can neglect such things just to investigate baseball.
Haven't they got anything more pressing to do?"
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Now Hutch was never very fast as a pitcher, but his
control was exquisite. So he hauled off with his best
shot (old pitchers usually have one good fast ball per
interview) and threw high inside at Rep. Emanuel
Celler, of New York.
"He's j ust looking for publicity," said Hutchinson.
"A while ago, all he wanted was to get major league
baseball on the coast. Then when somebody pointed out
that two New York teams might go, and that New York
people elected him, he's all against the move.
"Now here's a game that the fans like, the players
like and even the Senators and Representatives like.
Everybody likes it except Cellar. He's going to change
it."
The columnist that knows his audience is at an
advanta ge.

In the above, and following examples of

Watson•s writing, the reader feels at home in the column.
Watson writes in a friendly, light-hearted manner
and wins readership with it.
Earl Ruby of the Louisville Courier-Journal, who
usually discusses three or four unrelated topics in his
"Report," led the July 16, 1957 column with an interview
with young tennis player Bidle Sledge who was in Louisville
for a tournament.

Ruby's headline on the column was "Dad

Who Foots Tennis Bills May Get Big Dividend Later - When
You Go to College Free."
Eddie Sledge, No. 2 ranking junior tennis player in
America, jacknifed his six-foot lean frame onto a
divan in the lounge at the Louisville Boat Club.
"I love it, I love it, I love it\" he was te lling a
friend in his piercing Texan voice.
Four young ladies at a corner table quit playing
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bridge and came to attention.

HI would rather play tennis than anythin g e l se on
ear th," he continued.
4ft.
uMy Dad had to force me to try i t ""when· I was 11
years old. He was city champion of Dallas. I thought
it was a sissy game. I likedbaseball.
"But Dad insisted. •Tennis Will take you places,'
he said. Dad had played basketball and baseball in
high school. He went two years to L. s. u. He met a
girl and got married. He came home and drove a street
car for a living. Later he got in the used car business and had done real well.
"'Basketball d,,.l<¥l't help me, 1 he said. 1 Tenni-a did.
It made me known among the right people. It will do
more for you than any other sport.'
"I have found he was right. During t~ last three
years r•ve visited every state in the Uni~ • . I have
pl-ayed in the best clubs. I 1 ve met the best people.
"Dad has had to foot most of my travel bills. But ~
next fall he will start getting it back with interest.
I 1 ve got a full scholarship to U. C. L.A. That's
$8,000 Dad can count as money in the bank."
Ruby uses an eye-catching technique knowingly or
unknowingly with his initial quote in the second paragraph.
The columnist is much freer to use techniques and tactics
to gain reader-attention than is the news reporter.

In a

sports column perhaps almost anything goes.
B.

Controversial

Just as in every other phase of newspaper news,
sports happenings can be controversial.

Sports columnists

have argued back and forth for years over various detailed
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points in sports.

One of the most interesting and perhaps

most written about arguments among sports writers, is over
the extra point in football.

Some columnists say abolish

it because too many games are won or lost by the extra
point and it doesn't really decide the better team.

Other

writers say the extra point is important because without
it there would be too many tie games.
Another argument, which actually began during the
period under consideration in this thesis (July, 1957),
concerns the voting procedure for the annual major league
all-star team.

Many ideas pounded their way into print

via tht ~ports column.
.

~

\I,

ther moderit sports controversies Will also be

discussed and Will be compared in text to controversial
matters of the 1927 era.
One of the most interesting results of this particular study came in disco~ering personalities and temperaments among the fifteen sports columnists.
Temperaments range from the almost hot-headedness
of one or two of Kuechle's columns to the never ending
stream of pleasant optimism found in "Sports of the Times"
by Arthur Daley.
The day-to-day personality of each columnist comes
out in his work.

Headaches or family troubles can almost

be distinguished within the daily efforts of the writers

"'
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being analyzed.

In studying the following examples, it was decided
that the overall column, in order to be controversial ,
The columnist should state

should include three things.

major and minor premises and a conclusion. 2
The major premise should include grounds for the
argument; tne minor premise, the issues being considered;
and the conclusion should either summarize the writer's
feelings or state a proposition.
one of the most used forms of literary "comeback"
is sarcasm.

Sarcasm, if it gets out of hand, can be

a

treacherous tool for either the,.writer or the speaker.
~

The following portion of W.

o.

McGeehan•s column of July

3, 1927 is an excellent example of controlled sarcasm at
its best.
Sir Hall Caine, the British novelist, having discovered the manly art of modified murder through
reading accounts of the bout between Mickey Walker and
Tommy Milligan, takes his pen in hand to denounce the
"prevailing and preposterous passion for triumphs of
brawn over brain." He calls for some man who c
speak with authority of the public conscienee to call
a halt to "those orgies of corrupt degrading hwnanity,
those gross exhibitions of merciless savafery,and
loathsome trafficking in human suffering.
All of this will excite some wonderment in the
United States, where modern prizefighting has been

2Harold P. Scott,!!:! Analysis 2.f. Writing (New York:

Alfred A. Knopf, 1923), p. 86.
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distinguished by a lack of brutality, unless you wish
to consider the suffering of the customers, who have
been accustomed to contributing a million dollars in
gate receipts for about ten thousand dollars• worth
of pfi;etighting or less •••
.

~

The ·M ilwaukee Journal's Kuechle, who is at the top
of the list of writers interested in stepping off of toes
into hot water, wrote in his July 19, 1957 "Time Out for
Talk" that;
The attempt to exonerate the Wisconsin State
Athletic commission of laxity in its supervision of
Doc Gules• fight card at the South Side armory July 2
is noble, indeed. Only it makes no sense. It smells
almost as bad as the fights themselves - and four of
the fights on this card, involving Minneapolis boys
ended ;1.n a total of four minutes and 20 s _e conds.
What possible excuse can there be for a commissl!.on
which permits promoters and~1 manager.s to flout the
rules; sanctions mismatches';- "cqodo.lles other shenanigans; and, saddest of all, permits wool to be pulled
over its eyes as two of the Minneapo~is imports did by
fighting under other boxers• names?
What is a commission for anyway?
Has it never heard of anything as simple as a social
security card or a driver's license to determine lg.entity? (The FBI, really, isn•t needed}. can•t it have
a legitimate suspicion of a boy•s condition when he
doesn•t look to be in shape no matter what the doctor•s
stethoscope says about his heart? can•t it beg,
cajole or someway, somehow get promoters to get their
signed contracts into the commission office at least a
day before the fight? The rule clearly says five days.
An apology for this commission is nonsense.

The truth about that July 2 fight card is slowly
coming out and it becomes more unsavory by the day.
By Monday when the commission holds a full dress
meeting to consider all that happened, and especially
the case of the imposters and their manager (Joe
Daskiewicz}, it ought to be in full bloom •••

.
...
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During the Major League All-Star voting ballyhoo
nearly every columnist had something te contribute to the
battle between the fans and the basebal·l commissioner's
office in Cincinnati.
one of the best columns was produced by Bill Leiser
of the~ Francisco Chroni4le.
In the midst of all the printed screaming, Leiser
wrote his July 10, 1957 "As Bill Leiser Sees It."
A VOTE @
f' THE FANS, or a popularity contest conducted by newspapers can provide no sensible means of
determining which athletes shall participate 1n such
an All-Star baseball game as was presented yesterday in
St. Louis.
We voiced this opinion some days back whe~ ,-Camni~sioner Ford Frick repudiated the vote of the fans and
named Stan Musial, Willie Mays and Hank Aaron to
participate in the big contest rather than three
Cincinnati players who had been "voted in" through an
accumulation of ballots from their home community.
We suggested, after Conmissioner Frick took over,
that the baseball writers who cover big league games
should select the All-Star baseball team, just as they
select the new members for the Baseball Hall of Fame.
ffe•re glad to note Will Connolly•s report that the
Seals' manager Joe Gordon agrees.

~here's no way to maliie a general popular vote a
legitimate vote. A legitimate vote on anything requires qualified registration and secret, protected
ballot.
The (big league) Baseball Writers• Association has
the means of providing both qualified registration of
voters and protected ballot, and should take over the
job.
We don 1 t approve of the popular newspaper vote because we have trf ed it and could see no practical way
in the world of assuring it was on the level. It

•

J

•

.
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•

would take a checking (accounting) staff greater than
a newspaper could possibly afford to employ to eliminate all the names of voters (in hundreds of thousands)
who signed as many as two or 20 petitions being
circulated in the area.
We'd also guess there'll be no furthe r "popular
votes."
Gordon Cobbledick didn't seem to mind the way the
All-Star ballot box had been st uffed (July 2, 1957 "Plain
Dealing"), but Casey Stengel irritated the columni st by
his pitcher selections for the 1957 classic (July 3, 1957).
Cleveland, J ual-y 2 - The democratic process, as
represented by the popular vote for the major league
All-Star teams, undoubtedly has certain imperfections.
And yet, in spite of local beefs here and there and in
spite of a bit of ballot stuffing in behalf of the
Cincinnati Redlegs, the result is about as good as
could be expected under any system.
Consider the American League team, which we of the
Cleveland area lmow somewhat better, unfortunately,
than we know the National Leaguers. As announced
yeste~day... it .i ncludes only one starter with wh ose
selecti on anyone could quarrel very seriously.
George Kell, twice a bean ball vi ~tim this year and,
consequently, in and out of the Baltimore line-up
virtually since the season's opening, hardly qualifies
as an All-Star third baseman. But where else is the
American League team badly chosen?
Cleveland, July 3 - This was supposed to pe my week
to be nice to everybody and not nag or find fault, and
then Casey Stengel came along with his All-Star picks
and now I gotta belt him.
What justification is there, I ask, for his selection of Bobby Richardson and Elston Howard? To be
sure, they're Yankees and Stengel can be forgiven for
regarding all Yankees as supermen. They've made a
genius of him, but using the All-Star game to repay
them ain't cricket. rt ain't even baseball.
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The All-Star game is supposed to belong to the fans.
For this one day each year they 1 re given the chance to
be the managers, at least to the extent of picking the
starting line-ups. Behind the starters, who are
chosen by popular vote, the managers can pick whom t Re~
please. It pleased Stengel to load the squad with
Yankees, thus denying the rooters the chance to see a
number of bona fide stars of other teams.
Both of Cobbledick 1 s columns deal with controversial
matters.

one talks of the problem of voting itself, which
~

will eventual y be dec i ded by the commissioner and not the
sports writers, and the other deals with the ancient human
characteris t ic of telling wh at the leader-in-the-spotlight
"should have done."
Kuechle, who is di stinctive in t hat he never hesitates to say what is on his mind, led his July 1, 1957
column with;
THE ANNUAL all-star poll has become a joke. If
there was any doubt about it, and in most places there
hasn•t been for years, it was certainly dispelled by
what happened in Cincinnati in this year's poll and by
what Commissioner Ford Frick has ha1 to do to set
things straight - well, a little straight anyway.
Cincinnati fans, in a well organized campaign directed
by the Cincinnati Times-Star and a couple of Cincinnati
radio stations, managed to fill all eight places on the
National League's starting l ine-up with Cincinnati men
(the managers pick the pitchers). Frick immediately
and arbitrarily kicked three of them off, Gus Bell,
Wally Post and George Crowe, and substituted Willie
Mays of the Giants, Stan Musial of the Cardinals and
Hank Aaron of the Braves.
And this is a national poll of the fans?
The trouble with the poll from the beginning has
been that it has never been really properly controlled
- and, •tis said, has been shot with shenanigans and
padding. Or maybe it is better to say, it has been
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impossible to control.
one paper or radio station in all honesty has sent
in an ac~urate vote, another has conveniently added a
couple o~ ciphers to its total first. One paper or
radio station has laid down strict voting procedures
with an official ballot, another has accepted anything
legible or illegible - letters, telegrams, scrap paper,
petitions with hundreds or thousands of office or
factory signatures. One paper or radio station has
enthusiastica lly pushed the poll, another has let the
whole thing drift .••
In the last two years, with the commissioner' s office in charge, it (the voting procedure) has been a
laughable mess. (Cincinnati had five starters on last
year's team too). Frick and his two little office
redcaps, Frank Slocum and Charles Segar, have been
babes in the woods. They not only haven't known where
to turn but how.
The writers of the 1927 era of sports enjoyed using
"twenty-five cent words" to color their columns, and John
Kieran was ~o exception as is seen in his July 9, 1927
controversial colunm on the possibilities of New York as a
future Olympic site.
Apropos of recent references to the .1928 Olympic
games to be held at Amsterdam, an ordinarily conservative gentleman has worked up a large sized chunk of
indignation over the fact that New York City, his
native town, has never been honored in the past with
the Olympic Games and seemingl.y t 4-ere 14) n int ention
of so honoring the aforesaid to,m in the near or far
future.
This seems to be stretching a point. The International Olympic Committee is facing the problem of
locating the 1932 games, with Germany making a bid and
Los Angeles demanding recognition. New York City won't
even finish in the money in the argument, and, anyway,
with the income tax, traffic cops and the rumored
shrinkage in the size of the dollar bill to fit the
shrinkage in value, it does seem a bit like borrowing
trouble to wax indignant over an outrage that is five
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years away •••
There is one serious defect in New York's claim on
the Olympic games. This athletic festival, held first
in 776 B.C. at Olympia, near Elis in Peloponnesus, had
its moral as well as at.~letic regulations.
It had its musical contests as well as its boxing
matches, and its poetry competition as well as its
chariot races.
Competition in poetry is a little slack along Broadway, but musical rivalry is brisk in ., .in Pan Alley."
New York qualifies there, but~it•s along moral lines
that objections may be raised. According to the original Greek conditions nobody could compete in, at-tend
or assist the Olympic games in any way who was not of
the highest moral character.
Well, there's something to 1J<)rry about. Either
New York is the wickedest city in the world or several
worthy and well-meaning critics are all wrong. And if
it•s wicked it isn•t moral, and if it isn•t moral it
can•t have the Olympic games.
All right. Never mind the Olympic games.
still have the six-day bike race.

We can

Another "Sports of the Times" column Kieran wrote
(January 2, 1927} dealt with one of the most controversial
of sports subjects--foo tball•s extra point.

.... interesting

,.,,.,,

rt is an

and well written essay on a problem never

solved but always argued. 3

3 John Kieran, "Sports of the Times,"~ York
Times.

This being the open season for discussing the revision of football rules, the opponents of the "point
after touchdown" play should get together and agree on
some plan of attack against the alleged evil •••
rt has been said that weaker teams often win from
stronger elevens by one of these "freak points after

.
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In summing up the section on controvers ial writing
it is necessary to comr.1ent on character istics of an argumentative piece of writing.
The writer must be careful that he introduces the
subject thorou ghly.

If the reader doesn't understand what

all the f ight i n g i s a bout he won 1 t h e s i tate i n his page
turni n g .

The columni st must mak e some explana t ory comments

on how the question ar os e i n the first place, and what the
consequohc es will be wh en a solution is reached. 4

~

People are constantly i n touch with things controvers i al.

r t i s a rare i nd i vi dua l who is able to avoid an

occasional argument, and t h e f i eld of sports provides as
many opportunit ies for oral and written fi ghting as any
other subject.
The sports columni st cannot possibly avoid controversial writing .

How he handl es his audi ence will deter-

mine the success or failure of his persuasive ness.

touchdowns ." It may be so. Weaker teams will often
win a gainst stronger teams without the point. There
are upsets i n all sp orts, and a good thi n g it i s too.
If the stronger team always won, if the better golfer
always took the match, if Babe Ruth lmocked a homer
every ti.me he went to bat, the fun would be gone from
the sp ort and the end of s port would be near at hand.
There would be no need of playi n g the game before a
howling mob of sports followers.
4

Scott, £E.• ..£!_!., p. 140.

~
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c.

Drama

The drama of a sports event is sometimes breath,

~

takingly thrilling, sometimes heartbreaking , but always
memorable to the spectator.
rt is the job of the news reporter to write the
The good news man can make his story

story of the game.

thrilling to the reader or he can give facts and nothing
else.

The sports reporter usually has more opportunities

than the straight news reporter, and the sports editor
will pass colorful phraseology that would be condemned by
~

the news editor.

The sports columnist has the job of te..king an incident out of a game and drawing a word picture for the
reader's benefit.
The last minute goal-line stand that prevents one
team from scoring the tieing touchdown may be the lead in
the news story, but the columnist may write his entire
column about it •
.

~

~

~

The columnist talks to the coach and finds that it
was "the most thrilling play r•ve ever seen," or to the
player himself who says dramatically, "this is the happiest
moment of my life," or to the losing coach who says, "that
boy will make my all-conference team."
The writer then puts together his column.

He may
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decide that the situation was similar to one created when
an army faces annihilation with its back t o the sea, and
suddenly counterattack s to victory.
On the other hand, the c ol umnist may s uddenly f ind
out that the wron g man was given credit for the tac kle,
and that it was really the third team senior halfback, who
was playing because it wa s the l a s t game of his career.
The re a der thr i ve s on columnar material of this
sort.

The fans cannot get in t o the dressin g room after the

final game to listen to the tearful speech of the coach as
he announces his retirement, but the columnist is expected,
indeed required, to write about i t next day.
Thi s i s the drama of sports column writing .
The followin g colUI?".n was written by Bill Rives of
the Dallas Morning News for his July 9, 1957 " The Sport
Scene."

Talk of an imp ending sports class i c is always

fascinatin g .
THERE WILL BE drama within drwna when the major
lea gue All-Star game is played today in St. Louis •••
This is more than just a basebal l game between the
outstanding stars of the National and American Leagues.
It is a performance combining athletic skill with
elements of mystery, the rise of youth, the return of
the washed-up and the proud parade of the slow-yielding
a ged. Lew Burdette of the Milwaukee Braves worked
Sunday (he beat Chicago, 4-2, on six hits) but he
should be ready to answer the call for a short spell
during the inter-league classic.
And when he does, there will be millions of eyes
watching his ev ery move on the mound. Burdette was the
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subject of recent controversy. The charge was made
that he slipped a little saliva onto the ball when the
umpires weren't looking . Burdette haughtily denied
the allegation, insisting he was a dry and always had
been •••
There are other dramatic facets in the game this
afternoon. Ted Williams, one of the greatest players
of all time, might be playing his last All-Star game,
who lmows? Yogi Berra, the indestructible Yankee
catcher, was in the batting doldrums but the everloving fans elected him to the American League AllStar team; now, in recent games - and as if to prove
them right - his bat has been booming with its oldtime authority.
Yes, there is sentiment as well as skill, drama as
well as prowess, in the All-Star game.
In comparing Rives' contribution with that of another columnist frora the earlier era we find many differences.
Harvey T. Woodruff starts his July 10, 1927 column
in the Chicago Tribune dramatically enough, but in the
. :...

third paragraph he gives a different part of the same
sporting event the ball and from there on the drama
fizzles.
FRIEND DON': After the Lincoln Handicap yesterday I
am e,n opt1.1nist on Chicago racing . Of course we•knew
in advance that the best field which has raced over a
Chicago track for nearly 25 years was to start.
Barring some one of the lot toprowing his field, that
insured a contest. It was all of that; it was a real
horse race all the way between Chance Play, Flat Iron,
and Princess Doreen, and as pretty a horse race as you ,
would care to see. The others, after Jock found the
pace too hot, might as well have been in their barns.
No horse had a chance to come from behind against that
early speed which was sustained for the entire route.
It would have done your heart good, Don, to hear

..
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that big crowd cheer Earl Sande as he rode back to the
.Judges' stand and smiled good natured ly at the plaudits. The crowd and its enthusi asm savored of old
America n Derby at Washin gton Park •••
But French L~e will, tell you about the race and the
enthusi asm. What really impress ed me was the crowd not the size of the crowd, which was about the same as
the big throng of .July 4, but the caliber of the crowd.
You know what an enthus iast I always have been in turf
matters and how I always have felt our substa ntial
citizen s would like this sport of sports when they became acquain ted with it.
Well, they were there - there in greater numbers
than at any other race since racing was revived in
Chica go. Honsst ly, Don, my enthusi asm over the Lir!~ i
coln handica p, the number of close finishe s and even
the fact that I land,3d on a couple of thos . ju.icy long
shots, is all seconda ry to the satisfa ction of knowing
that the best element in Chicago has accepte d racing
at its face value and lent its presenc e.
The 1927 column ist tended to underes timate the
power of his audienc e, and in the above example sometimes
even loses him.

V/here Ri ves takes the reader for granted ,

Woodru ff~insu lts his audienc e with prolong ed explan ations.
Anothe r exam_le of 1927 dramati c columni ng was
found in H. G. Salsing er' s July 2 "The Umpire ."
TONY LAZZERI, the New York Yankees infield er,
recentl y beat St. Louis in a close ball game by swinging on a three and nothin g ball and lining an extra
base hit to right center wLth two men on bases.
Ten years a go Tony Lazzeri probabl y would have been
fined for doing this, but baseba ll has changed . To
win ball games in t h ese days it is often necessa ry to
do the unortho dox.
Swingin g on a ball with the count three and nothing
is no longer conside red a baseba ll crime. It is done
on numerou s occasio ns in the big leagues each year.
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Pitching bas advanced, and against most pitchers a
fast ball bitter is sure of getting a f•st ball only
in a three-and-nothing situation. It is his one chance
to take a toe hold and swing.
JOHN J. MCGRAW bas for years carried three or four
players each season who would occasionally swing with
the count three and nothing.
McGraw favored this plan because of the effect on
opposing pitchers. Noting the tactics used by the
Giants at bat, pitchers never felt quite certain what
the batter was likely to do.

At the same time, McGraw explained that not more
than one out of three batsmen can be relied on to hit
witb the count three and nothing. Most of them prefer
to take a chance on the ball being wide and drawing a
base on balls.
One leading batter told us re~ently that no great
hitter can ever swing on a three-and-nothing ball. It
is so contrary to his cree~ that he is never able to
meet the ball squarely. There would be a mental confusion that would doom th~ effort.
For a talented job of hidden drama, Grantland Rice's
July 10, ~27 . "'!?he Sportli~" is an excellent example.
The American League pennant race has settled down to
a matter of seeing how many records the Yankees will
make or break, and a three-cornered National League
argument among the Pirates, Cardinals and Cubs, with
the Giants still on the outside fringe.
The Yaiil{ee~ have the -~ld mark of 107 victories,
which the Red Sox set in 1912, and the Cubs• mark of
116 victories in 1906 to shoot at. They may not break
either. But they won't be far away from the Red Sox
mark and they will smash all long-distance-hitting
records ever lmown.
The home run battle between Ruth and Gehrig should
provide more long-distance drama than any season ever
shown since Pop Anson was a recruit and King Kelly was
a busher.
Pittsburgh and St. Louis are the two leading picks
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in the older league, but any one who underrates the
Cub team, with HcCarthy crowding them along, is comical
in the cupalo.
Basketball hit the sports spotlight at lea tin
Louisville, Kentucky last July as the National Collegiate
Athletic Associations met in Colorado Springs to decide
where their next championship tournament would be held.
Louisville, which had high hopes of getti ng the rich
festival for her new Freedom Hall, spent anxious moments
awaiting the N.C.A. A. decision.
Earl Ruby wr i tes fron the neeting for his July 3
"Ruby's Report."
~

Colorado Springs , July 2 - Kentucky appears likely
to land not only the N.C.A.A. 1958 National Basketball
Championship , but the re gional tournament as well.
Freedom Hall in Louisville seemed to be highly
favored as site for the f i nale by the basketball committee in meetin g here this afternoon.
The University of Kentucky at Lexington was seriously talked as host again for the re gional, which it
sta ged so handsomely last spring.
The double cause for pre-fourth celebration by Bluegrass basketball followers developed when Ted Sanford,
Kentucky high commissioner, was brought into the conference late this afternoon by phone.
"How much would it hurt attendance at t he championship tournament if we play a regional i n Lexington the
week before?" asked Walter Byers, executive director
of the N.C.A.A., who sat in on the meeting.
"It would help the sales a great deal, not hurt,"
said Bill Henry, sports director for the Fairgrounds,
"but the state high school tournament is scheduled in
Lexington that week."
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"I think you are wrong," grinned A.
Lonborg, chairman . "Let 1 s check."

c.

"Dutch"

So I phoned Ted in Lexingto n.
"We usually hold the high school meet the third week
in March," explaine d Sanford. "But next spring it will
fall one week later - on March 19, 20, 21, 22. This
was caused by March 1 falling on a Saturday ••• "
So Dutch had a good belly laugh at Henry's expense
and it was a greed Lexingto n was in position to take the
regional . rt became apparent also that the champion ship in Louisvil le would be played the same we~kend as
the high school tourney in Lexing ton.
" How much will that hurt the es.te?" a sked Byers.
"The regional at u. K. last year- ran in conflict
with the state high school tourname nt in Louisvi lle,"
said Henry, "and both were sell-out s."
The N.C.A.A. committe e did finally choose Louisvil le
for the 1958 tourneme nt, and Ruby led the, whole city with
his written celebrat i on.
Arthur Daley contribu tes h i s

t~~n~

for dr~ at~c

lore through a column vn-itten during the 1 946 World
Series. 6
6 Boston, Oct. 11, 1946 - There is nothing a#tlder in
baseball than the hunch which goes astray and nothing
can make a manager appear more like a master mind of
penetrat ing percepti on than the hunch which works. Joe
Cronin took a huge gamble with the unpredic table Joe
Dobson today and as a result his Red Sox headed for st.
Louis tonight one victory away from the world champion ship.
The form charts called for the square-ja wed Irishman from San Francisc o to counter with the very lefthanded Mickey Harris, but Cronin made use of his Celtic
ancestry to the full. He conferre d with the Leprechauns and the Little Men who Marse Joe McCarthy had
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Personalities

D.

Perhaps one of the easiest topics for the sports
col~ste,., to write about :ts the individual sports figure,
the player, coach, or manager seen by the fans on the
athletic field.

.

In order to criticize an individual either posi-

tively or negatively the writer must lmow the person well.
Close friendship need not be necess~ry, but a more than
speaking acquaintanc~ship is.
Accuracy is of prinurl-y inportance in any type of
.,..

newspaper writing, but a ' -~ sonality sketch of a famous,
or infamouf:, figur~ requires more than the normal interest
towards accuracy.

A mistake on an episode in a game will

be laughed at, but not considered serious.

An erroneous

statement dealing with personalities could, depending on
the subject, result in a libel trial or the loss of the
writer's job.

Parts of three excellent columns from the 1927

~l

period have been selected to represent the "old style" of
writing.

The first two are written about the same man and

therefore give a writing comparison between two columnists.

found so helpful during the course of his brilliant
managerial career. They advised Dobson and Dobson it
was.
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McGeehan headed his July 10, 1927 column, "The
Silver Jubilee."
ON TUESDAY, July 19, they will celebrate at the
Polo Grounds the twenty-fifth anniversary of aJliii .event
of no small significance in the history of New York,
the coming of John Joseph McGraw as manager of the
Giants. The program calls for sports and exercises
expressive of the city, from "hoofing contests" expressive of the arts, to an oration by I ayor James J.
Walker, expressive of the intellectual development of
the city in those twenty-five years, and it will conclude with a baseball game in which the Giants will be
master-minded by the master mind which has guided
their destinies for a quarter of a century.
All in all that same master mind has not guided the
course of the New York National League team so badly,
for in those twenty-five yeers the Giants under McGraw
have attained baseball successes the like of which
have not been attained by any other team in any
league •••
They say of John Joseph McGraw that he's a hard
loser. He is. But that is the spirit of professional
baseball which may not be the cmost gentlemanly of our
pastimes. At least there is no hypocrisy about it.
The idea of the national pastime is to Win at any cost,
and not to simulate graciousness when one does not
win ...
In a quarter of a century John Joseph McGraw has
softened somewhat both mentally and physically. Naturally he would. His hair has silvered in keeping With
the jubilee and his figure that was once so wiry has
become plump. But there is still plenty of the oldtime fire in his eyes, and he retains considerable of
the bitterness of tongue that was regarded by baseball followers as a gift and sheer inspiration in the
old days when he is roused.
I understand that on the huge loving cup to be
presented to McGraw on the jubilee celebration there
will be engraved a figure of McGraw as he looked when
he came to the Giants, a dynamic little man of whalebone, steel and fire. I can think of nothing more
appropriate.
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You might call such a figure "The Spirit of Baseball." Some of the idealists or romantic persons
might dispute this. But, all in all, I think that the
8iJ the game i s
way McGraw has played the game is the W
supposed to be played, to f~~ld nothi ng , to claim
everything, to fight to the last di t ch , to tak e the
victory as a right and never to lose wi th a smil e.
That is baseball, stripped of pretense s and hypocrisy •••
The second 1927 colUlllil on t cGraw i s wr itt en by
Kieran for the July 8 "Sports of the Times."
John McGraw is having a rough time of it this yee.,r,
which is all the more reason to remember other and
happier seasons and to gi ve him a rousing party on his
twenty-fifth anni versary as mana ger of the Giants.
According to Mayor Walker, Jud ge Fuchs and Willie
Collier, who have the matter in hand, the ~ dea L~ to
condense Old Home Week into a single day at the silver
jubilee of the Sage of Pelham. The big lawn party will
be staged at the Polo Grounds on July 19, just a
quarter of a century after the day when a snappy blackhaired dark-eyed chap handed the Giant line-up to the
official scorer at the Polo Grounds and said:
"If our s h ortstop don't go § ood a guy named McGraw
will get in there. That's me.
Both of these pieces of writing t el l t he story of
the career of one of the baseball greats.

The second is

more li ghtly handled p erhap s , but both are :;.'excel l ent
personal i t y sk etcy s .

Both, in their ovm way, honor a

great sports star, and I1cGraw followers, baseball fans,
and the subject himself will read the columns wi th much
enjoyment.
McGeehan turned the stunning d e feat of t ennis star
Bi l l Tilden at Wimbledon, England the summer of 1927 into
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a splendid personality sketch.
rt looks like a bad year for athletes in the process of coming back. William Tilden 2d, the former
men•s singles tennis champion and the main hope of the
United States in the defense of the Davis Cup was
eliminated yesterday at Wimbledon by Eenri Cachet, of
France. The final will be fought out by Frenchmen,
as it was at Forest Hills last year ••.
Some of the critics at Wimbledon insist that Tilden
might have won the battle with Cochet if it had not
been for his flair for the theatrical. Wi th Cochat
&pparently beaten, Tilden became careless and condescending. Cochet, playing with intense earnestness,
did not decline to t_Ake full advantage of the lapses
of Tilden. Then when Tilden tried to flash back, he
found himself about spent, while Cochet, the younger
and more earnest, had the reserve strength and dash to
beat him out.
It is not the custom to advance alibis in tennis,
consequently nobody ce.n offer as an alibi for Tilden•s
d,,efeat, when he seemed to be the same Tilden he used
to be, the fll.ct that he is at heart a showman with a
passion for melodrama and that even in the strai~ ~fa
tennis game he could not resist the appeal to the
gallery. Allowing for the temperament and the whimsicalities of Mr. Tilden, you cannot go behind the results. You must accept this as an indication that Mr.
Tilden has failed to come back.
While almost all of the other writers mentioned in

.

their columns t he "great American loss," only McGeehan
)

}

mentioned the incident on the courts--casually called a
"flair for the theatrical."

The columnist picked an

interesting sidelight out of a tremendous tennis match
and produced an enjoyable piece of writing.
With the exception of a few differences in the use
of words, the two eras of sports columnlng are similar in
this parti~ular- area of writing.
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The 1957 examples of personality sketching are
approached the same way they were thirty years a go.

The

writer has an individual to talk abou t , he usually goes
out of his way to make the subject look good.
This is the case in four of the five modern examples which follow.

The fifth piece of writing was taken

from the Kuechle column of July 14, and it represents the
ne gative type of personality sketch, i.e., the type that
"talks down" the subject.
1.

Arthur Daley, "A Touch of Class."

(July 1)

By the end of the 1939 season it was obvious that
Charlie Keller was near the end of his career as a
ball player. His back was troubling him and he no
longer terrorized enemy pitchers. The Yankees could
have sold him or ~raded him but even the businesslike
Yankees have occasional moments of softness and generosity. They granted Keller his outright release so
that he could make his own deal.
Red Rolfe was then the manager of the Detroit
Tigers and he wasted no time. He immediately signed
his old teammate as a player, a transaction that
raised more than one eyebrow.
"Why?" he was asked. "Keller can 1 t possibly break
into a team as young and as strong as yours looks to
be.Ii
"I signed Charlie," said Rolfe, · "merely to add
more class to my ball club ••• "
Keller seems to have the same muscular trimness he
had when he first joined~e Bronx Bombers in 1939.
His weight still is a solid 185, and whenever he
sneaks into the batting cage for some bootleg swings
he still lashes line drives with much of his old
authority ..•
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2.

Jimmy Burns, "Williams' Love for Baseball Con-

tinues Strong As Ever."

{July 11)

T. LOUIS - Over a period of years in which it has
been my pleasure to know him, Ted Williams in varied
ways has demonstrated a genuine love for baseball.
The latest example came Tuesday when the boys were
getting ready for competition in the All-Star game.
I'd asked Williams how it felt playing so regularly at the time, he 1 d been in 72 games.
Williams elected to tell a story to illustrate the
point. "Recently I went out to Fenway Park determined
to tell Manager Pinky Higgins I didn't feel like playing," Ted confided. "When I got to the park, it was
such a beautiful day I char.gad my mind. I played and
went O for four. I should have stuck by my original
plan ••• "
3.

Bill Leiser, "Georgia Peach' Loved the Kids."

{July 7)
TYRUS RAYMOND COBB is leaving our far western
community to make his final home in his native Georgia.
We dislike to see the greatest baseball player.of
all time getting away from us. It was a wonderful
privilege, to any writer who had a baseball problem,
to call up and talk it over with the one and only Ty
Cobb.
Though he knew everything about baseball, and you
knew comparatively nothing, he'd be patient and do his
best to make you understand even if you didn't know
who was on third base •••
For years, up until 1954, we assisted in presentation of an all-star high school boys baseball game,
and we always wanted Ty Cobb as one of the judges to
determine which was the outstanding player.
The kids loved to lmow the great Ty was watching
them. To get him, we had to wire the postmaster at
Glenbrook, Nev., and ask him to request Ty to phone us.
If he was at his home in that spot he created for himself on the east shore of Lake Tahoe, Ty would phone
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back, and several times he flew down here, just to
help us at the kids' ball game, and flew back the next
morning •••
4.

Will Connolly, "Luque Was A Real Workhorse."

(July 5)
..

?

Adolfo Luque, who died on Wednesday at 66 in his
native Havana, was more than a successful pitcher in
the National Leaque f .o r 21 years. Once in 1923, he
won 2? games and lost only eight for Cincinnati.
So he was good. He also could fill in at third
base and play the outfield, and didn't pout about
being used overtime. More important, he was the forerunner of ball players from the Caribbean - the
greatest, if not the fir-st - of a long string that
later ornament both major leagues •••
5.

Oliver E. Kuechle, "Perini Speaks."

(July 14)

IN PI'.M'SBURGH the other day, Lou Perini of the
Braves struck one of the most brazen notes of all.
"I'd like to see baseball have the same inmunity education an~ religion have," he said. "I'd die if baseball were placed under the antitrust laws."
Just think of that for a minute. Here is a successful man, financially successful, with the effrontery tc
link a game with the two greatest forces in our lives
and to suggest even lightly and figuratively the end
of the world i f something should happen to the game.
What in all good sense do es baseball think it is?
How impudent to ordinary intelli gence can baseball
owners get?
Perini was in wonderful .!lorm all around the other
night. After conceiving his triad of "religion, education and baseball" he mana ged to touch a couple of
other nerves.
"I'd hate to think of what would happen if cold
hearted business executives weretn step in and run

baseball," he said.

It could be they would have permitted the "Game of
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the Week" from the very beginning around the state.
"We have business men running ball clubs (warm
hearted ones, of course) but they don•t use much business sense."
•
.e.
That•s what Feller must have though"t the other day
in Los Angeles.
"I'm in the contracting business. If I decide to
buy a high p owered shovel for $ 75,000 I 1 11 go all the
way across the country to look at the shovel before I
buy it. But in baseball, along with the rest, I'll
give a youn~st er fresh out of high school $ 100,000 on
the say so of a. couple of scouts."
Who, pray tell, should pass judgment on baseball
flesh? The ovmers? Not the hired scouts? And those
$100,000 bonuses - they sure help the kids ge t a true
p erspective on life •••
The author cannot move to a conclu sion in t h is
section of the chapter without mentioning the greatest
p ersonality s k etch writer of them all, Ring Lardner.
Lardner, who. is studied indirectly throughout this
..,
·~
thesis because of his overwhelming influence ~on the writers
'-'

-

:,:

,t,

of both eras, stumbled on a new style o f ~Titing by
accident.
While on the sports staff of the Chicago InterOcean in 190?, Lardner was required to write seven columns
a week.

Thi s tedious job forced Lardner to hit up on the

technique that was to make him famous.

He had been lis-

tening to ball players talk on and off the field and one
day, to fill out his column, he wrote a short, imaginary
conversati on between two \'vhl te Sox heroes playing poker in
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a Pullman car.

The innovation was popular immediately and

Lardner, at the urging of Charley Van Loan, a well-known
writer of sport fiction, sent a sample of the diamond
dialogue to the Saturday Evening~•

A check and a

demand for more of the sane followed promptly and Al, the
famous bra~h baseball rookie, was born. 7
The columniet with a flare for writing personality
sketches will always be popular.

Readers enjoy seeing

stories from out of the past, or present, on their everyday heroes.
When ~he seven-day-a-week columnist runs out of
material or initiative, he can always go to the newspaper
morgue and find a subject within the clippings on the
.)

sports stars of the past •
E.

Fans and Letters

The sports fan is a never ending source of voluminous copy.

In every ball park, at nearly every sports

event there is the spectator who stands out--sometimes to
the extent that he steals the spotlight from the athletes.
The Brooklyn Dodgers were an excellent example of
fan-participation.

The Dodger "sym-phonie" orchestra,

7stanley Frank, Sports Extra.
Barnes and Co., 1944), p. 123 .

(New York:

A.

s.

___________________________________

.__

__.
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which became a famous landmark at Ebbets Field, began with
a few enthusiastic fans bringing musical "instruments" to
the ball park and quickly winning favor enough so the J odger management felt forced to hire them for every home game.
There is always the fellow who jumps out of the
left field bleacher to get a closer look at a hero, and
it•s a rare football season that doesn't find at least one
fan chasing a ball-carrier to prevent a touchdown because
"I was the closest man to him."
There seems to be a trend on the modern sports page
toward giving the fan-part i cipation stori es to th~
columnist rather than the news reporter.

Perhaps it ;.i s

because of' tlJ.e great numb er of such inc i dents.

Someday

the fans wi ll stop getting their names in print for their
lac k of inhibit i ons and such doings will .stop.
Another important source of columnar material may
',

~

be found in letters from the fan to the columnist.

As

has

been mentioned earlier in the chapter, Kuechle is one of
the most daring of th~ fifteen columnists being studied.
But Kuechle feels that if he can write what he feels, the
fan should be allowed the rebuttal.

Therefore, mapy of

the letters from Kuechle•s fans find their way into "Time
out For Talk."
The greatest example of this give and take by the
Milwaukee columnist occurred the first week in July after
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an incident involving not one, but tour fans jumping out
of the stand to grab a spotlight and a few bet bucks.

The

first example is t3tken from the July 1 column.
SOMEWHERE there's something wrong. One guy slipping out of the stands and trying to - circle the bases,
yes - that can be understood if not exactly appreciated. He's the f!}lY who bets a buck with the f!}lY next
to him he can do it and manages to slip by. There
were four who did it at Sunday's double header, though,
four, and four are rather hard to take. We're in the
big leagues now, aren't we, and not at diamond No. 2
at Washington Park?
~he occasional guy will never be stopped, and there
isn't a big league field which sometime hasn 1 t had him.
He'll find a way if he has to jump off the stadium
roof. Most, though, can be caught and it requires no
more than alert ushering.

.

Lack of this invited Sunday's difficulties •

.,

The club itself has recognizeJ the weakness in what
it has been doing, or not been doing, and Monday morning announced a tightening up all around.
"Hereafter" said groun~ superintendent Al Oliver,
we 1 re going to have ushers stationed in every aisle
leading to the field. There'll be no more of this ••• "

11

And that's certainly the way it should be. This is
baseball isn't it? Big league baseball? The guys who
want to make Al Kelly's of themselves should go to
Brooklyn.
The inevitable retort came via the mailman the next
day and Kuechle printed it.
DEAR SIR: I have been reading your column for a
long time. Sometimes I think you 1 re right; sometimes
wrong. This time, brother, I think you 1 ve had it.
(The reference is to the piece about the four
clowns who dashed out of the stands and started to run
around the bases at Sunday's double header).
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Who are you to condemn a couple of fellows for
having a good time? What has happened to your sense
of humor? You're getting old, brother. I think someone else should take over the soft seat you hold at
ball ames . Maybe they could give some critical
comment on the baseball television ban or th_e crooked
all-star selections. But when some overpaid square
has to take cracks at a couple of fellows (who in the
lon run pay this guy's salary, help build a stadium,
help make ~ilwaukee the greatest baseball town in the
world and because of all t h is pay for ir . Sport
FAitor's soft press row seat and free refreshments)
who are havin a ood time at a ball ame becau se he
has nothin b etter to write a bout, then it 1 s time to
send the senile old entleman to pa s ture.
Oh ye, rr. Sports FAitor, we are a bi g league
town.
3ut let' vrr te ab out sports and leave the fans
alone. In fact, the crowd enjoyed their antics. And
confidentiall y, I think the players did, too. See you
at the ball ame grandpa .
Carl Poethke .
As was ment i oned earlier in this chapter, the
columnist must be rock-ribbed with a flare for ind i ff,.rence t oward such retorts.

If a columnist is not brave

enough to print the blast and not add an ed i t orial note,
then he should

ump i t i nto the waste can.

Another alternative was selected by Kuechle, but be
was careful not to bel i ttle the fan nor return a hot note.
Too many columnists lose friends because of loosely worded
rebuttals to letters.

Kuechle 1 s is commendatory.

Thanks Carl. Know of any good pastures? I still
think, though, that those who want to have an infantile
time of it on Sunday afternoons should use the teetertotere, swin sand merry-go-roun ds in our parks and not
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be running around the bases at the ball park. The
cops apparen tly think so too. They arreste d two of
them. P. S. I always buy a couple of season tickets
for myself.
Anothe r modern era column devoted to the fan was
written by Doc Greene for his July 5 "Press Box."
SOME SPORT fans, of course, are oftep more entertaining than some perform ers, and the whole thing
perhaps should be turned around so that the ball
players , whist experts , etc., have to pay to see t~
fans.
This is rudime ntary.
It is doubtfu l, though, that this suggest ion 111
be adopted immedi ately since everyon e accepts things
as they are and besides , a promin ent financi er named
4t'
Ted Willi.am s might object.
A favorit e fan here is Lawrenc e Bisceg lia, the retired fellow whc camps at Indiana polis each year
beginni ng in April so that he may have first selecti on
at the parking spaces that become availab le in the
infield on Memorial Day.
And who ce.n ·forget some of the arias offered by
Patsy O'Toole before his vocal chords foldedf He even
awed the late FDR into having him removed from earshot.
The fan of the moment who deserve s an accolad e is
Harry Washer , of Cincin nati, who threate ned to file
petitio n in federal court to force Baseba ll Commissioner Ford Frick to -mend his ways.
He demande d another bouque t over the telepho ne,
when he found out the point of call.
"I gave you Jim Bunning ," he said modest ly. "He's
holding your ball club togethe r, if that's what you
want to call it. I coached Bwming at St. Xavier 's
High School here. I was his footba ll and baseba ll
coach."
He mention ed that Bunning had a high school earned
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run average of o.56 and even gave Jim an assist on
it •••
rt•s a good game for hecklers. rt•s a fine
spectacle. The receipts go to the players• pension
fund. No one gains anything personally. No one cares
much who wins and you have a parade of top performers
doing something they do well and in a relaxed
fashion •••
He had heckled harmlessly.
As one who still sighs wistfully over the passing
of vaudeville, the shaving mug and the flagpole sitter,
a vote is in order for the harmless hec kler •••
Mc Geehan was the only 1927 writer studied to devote
as much as a complete column to a particular fan.

His

July 2 "Down the Line" is produced in the now farnilar
"jargon" of the early era writers.
One-Eye Connolly 2d made the mistake of the inordinately ambitious. He tried to take in too much
territory. The tradition is that one-Eye Connolly
2d had crashed every important gate in the United
States, which is to say that he made his way int0 , all
sporting and artistic events that excited his interest
without benefit to the box office.
Rivals and competitors of One-Eye Connolly 2d insist
that this is mere tradition. They insinuate that OneEye Connolly 2d frequently be gged Annie oakleys to
prizefights or that he worked his way throu gh the
entrance in the guise of a peanut b oy or a vendor of
soda pop. Such gate crashers as Mr. Tammany Young
and Mr. Pitts Blackman even have gone so far as to
insinuate that one-Eye Connolly 2d was a mere pretender as a gate crasher and that he was in effect little
better that a cash customer.
They point out the r,gct that the present Cyclopean
gate crasher is not the original One-Eye Connolly, who
was crashing gates as far back as the time of the
Corbett-Fitzsim r.ions fight at Carson City. He assumed
the title of One-Eye Connolly without warrant or without really qualifying. In short, they insist that he
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is a mere pretender as a gate crasher without the real
genius of his illustrious predecessor from whom he
borrowed the name and title •••
He did not know that gates in England never are
cra~ed under any circumstances , that gates in England
are there for the purpose of letting in only those
who belong in and keeping out those who do not belong
in. Mr. Gonnolly 1 s experience, broad as it may have
been, was confined to American gates, which are
placed for the app arent purpose of inviting of
crashi n g .
You can figure to yourself the shock sustai ned by
Mr. One-Eye Connolly 2d when he fa i led to crash even
the first gate in Engl and, the gate at the Cunard pier
at Southamp ton •••
Mr. Connolly revealed his identity and d isplayed his
clipping and other credentials, but these made no impression whatever upon the guard.
"It's no good, my man," he said.
th.rough."

"You cannot come

There was such an air of finality to the statement
that one-Eye Connolly 2d was stricken speechless. He
made his way back to the steamer and complai ned to all
who would listen, "That guy says I '!an 1 t go in."
The jar gonized cd.l.umn does not lose its punch for
the 195 7 reader because of the style.

On the contrary,

the column would probably receive more readership today
than either of the other two did.
For the most defaming letter received and printed
by a columnist during the study we a gain turn to Kuechle.
The sports writer headed the following portion of his
column "Dear Fathead."
DEAR FATHEAD: I 1 11 bet it does your heart good to
come up with one of the biE..gest piles of nothing
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you've come up with in a long time. You've had to
wait for a few years to really get an opportunity to
get on the whole team's back rather than your usual
one player at a time. (This must be in reference to
a piece Tuesday on a meeting of the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to the Braves).
For one who claims to have such a thorough knowledge of baseball - you admitted the writers should
pick the all-star team - how many more pitchers would
you have thrown in Monday night to make thines "look"
a little better for something that was already lost?
Or are you still trying for your "Big Ten" (may I
quote thou?) letter?
Why don't you start learnin5 from the little
lea guers before you start second guessing "big time."
T. J. r.'.ADDEN .

The more typical fan letter may be exemplified in
one sent to Harvey T. Woodruff and reprinted in his "Wake
of the News" in the July 6, 1927 Chicago Tribune.
DFAR HARVE. Our Cubs are no longer merely a pennant
possibility. They are a probability. They have surprised nearly all critics and even many of their
followers. They have done this with a crippled
pitching staff.
Now we see the assertion that Pittsburgh is stronger
on paper. Baseball games are not played on paper.
I'll admit Pittsburgh has great hitters - not greater
hitters than the Cubs, but more of them. Their slab
staff is not equal to ours. No team will win a pennant
on hitting and fielding alone. There must be balanced
strength. If the Cubs in reality are no stronger than
the Pirates, they certainly are better balanced. Our
team spirit is better.
So I want to predict right now that the next World's
Series will be played in Chicago. Cubite.
Much to the sports columnist's relief, the above
fan's letter represents the majority of the type sent in.
The fan with the complaint must not be taken too
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serious ly lest he produce an ulcer, but in order to avoid
overloo king a legitim ate compla int, the writer should read
his fan-ma il and conside r careful ly the letters with meat
in them.
The letter with the sense o f humor is always good.
rt giv e s the re gular reader a change of wr i tten scenery ,
and provide s t h e colwnn i st wi th p lenty of straigh tlines.
Grantlan d Ri ce didn 1 t answer the followi n g letter
until a we e k l ater wh en h e had stored up materia l f or a
reb uttal , but he l i ked t h e l etter enough to print it when
he rece i ved it.
Sir: As the strange r sai d at the wa k e, wherein he
had stra yed by chance, " I f no b ody wants to <liscuss the
corpse I would like to stand up and say a few words
about Califor nia. The real reason for the athleti c
triumph s of our loriou s s t ate is a s ecret wh i ch I
now divul ge. Ther e i s iron i n the Califor nia air, iron
whi~p ermeat es t,.'l-ie o·zone , seep s up throu gh the soil,
filters i nto the o lood of men and produ ces leaders like
Jack Demp sey , William Johnsto n, Charles Borah, Geor ge
Von Elm, Ch arl es PaddocR and Helen Wi lls. Here we
have f ighting , tennis gallopi ng and gol t~ What else is
there? Cali f ornia has just begun to take a serious
interes t in athleti cs and the outlook f or the rest of
the United States i s d i smal, f or i n five y ears from
da~~ we wi ll prolaab ly have all the champio ns in all
the sports, be gi nning with ab a lone spearin g and going
down the line to zither plunkin g . 11 Yours truly,
FRANK CONDON.
The sp orts fan i s a gr eat source of materia l for
the column, and the alert column ist can make interes ting
copy out of the ordinar y spectat or.
Of course, in printin g and answeri n g letters , the
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columnist has the advantages of always having the last word
It must be added, however, that "last words" are
not necessary and the columnist \'/ho takes the r i bbing
(most of which is good natured) is better liked by his
audience, and certainly is the better sport.
F.

Amateurism

As long as there is a truly amateur athlete there

will be arg-.ll!lent about amateurism .
Nearly every writer who ever pounded out his oncedaily has dealt at one time or another with amateurism .
The subject is comp letely controver sial, but it was felt
important enou gh as a controvers y to be handled in a
separate section.
Webster- 1 s

·ew Colle gi ate Di ctionary defines
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amateur as "one who cultivates a particular pursuit, study,
or science, from taste, without p ursuing it p rofessiona lly;
also a dabbler.

In sports and especially athletics, one

who is not rated as a p ro fes s i onal."
The sports writers and sports p ersonaliti es have
their own ideas, as do the various p residents of the
amateur athletic or ganization s.

Even the Amateur Athletic

Union cannot seem to pin down specific rules that remain
satisfacto ry.
It is not the purpose of this section to define
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amateurism , but to cite examples of what writers have to
say about the subject.
The problems that exist within ~ he ranks of amateur
'5.

athletic~ and among amateur athletes have b~en the same
for years.

John Kiere.n, who was the "crusader" of the 1927

group of writers, and probably of that decade, wrote two
excellent pieces on amateurism .

The one of primary inter-

est to this paper was printed in the July 4, 1927

~

York Times.
~

Just think of the mournful wails and the outraged
cries that would have gone echoing down the valley if
lMt week 1 s upsets in amateur sport had happened in
profession al competitio n. Bill Tilden, the greatest
tennis player of modern times, lost to Henri Cochet at
Wimbledon after leading 2-0 in sets and 5-1 in games
in the third set. The Columbia varsity eight, rated
behind Washington , California and Navy before the race
started, pulled away to win a gallant victory at
Poughkeep sie.
The late "Tiny" Maxwell once said, half humorously
and half cynically, that an amateur is an athlete who
won•t take a check, but he didn•t really mean it and
the difference is far wider than that. It extends not
only to the amateur athletes but beyond them to the
followers of amateur sports and the spectators at
amateur competitio n.
A surprise victory in amateur competitio n is something to be hailed with delight. A surprise victory
in profession al sports is~ met wi th ,,j;he suggestion that
the police should investtgat e and perhaps all the
contestant s should be hung.

There are other difference s, but these will suffice
for the moment.
The sports columnist has a golden opportunit y for
doing good both for the world of sports and for the world.
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Two of the finest columns seen on the subject of amateurism
by our writers did not appear in either of the two eras
under consi d.,ration, but since they both fit perfectly
into this section they cannot be left out.
Arthur Daley's November 2, 1955 "Sports of the
Times" was selected as a representative column by the
Pulitzer committee which awarded the 1956 Pulitzer Prize
for newspaper writing to Daley.
This is an era in which the fundamental principles
of amateur idealism have been warped beyond recognition. The totalitarian nations have their "state amateurs," the muscular gents who hold token jobs but
actually work...., at being athletes.
·
Nor was it particularly edifying when Lewis Hoad and
Ken Rosewall, the Australian Davis Cup players, had
their salaries raised by the sporting goods firms that
employed them. This was done to persuade them not to
turn professional as they virtually had agreed to
do •••
Once upon a time the .Amateur Athletic Union was a
favorite whipping boy of sportswriters. But the A.A.U.
has acted with dignity, courag~_and basic idealism in
suspending Wes Santee, the faste st mi er America ever
had, for accepting exorbitant expenses. The registration comm.i ttee of the Missouri Valley Association, the
policing a gency of the district group, cl 9mped on the
suspension after weighing the evidence. Santee now
can appeal to bis district association as a whole and,
if that fails, to the national body.
The firm belief in this corner is that the end has
come to Santee 1 s long-cherished dream of bursting past
the Four Minute Mile barrier to join Roger Bannister
and Comp any •••
Perhaps the A.A.U. is being old-fashioned in believing that an Slllateur is a fellow who competes only for
the fun of competing . In a world that continually
bows to expediency, it's a comfort to know that at
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least one organization sticks to its principles. If
Santee wins reinstatement, he will have rated 1 t.
The second excellent example was written for the
same column, but by John Kieran, and for the August 22,
1930 Times.
A rich Cali.fornian in his last will and testament
bequeathes $ 20,000 to an amateur tennis champion and
the President of the Junior Ch~ber of Commerce of
rracon, Georgia suggested that funds be raised by Macon
citizens for the purpose of providing Mercer College
with a good football team. Once again the sore subject of amateurism in sports is being debated with
sound and fury. There are some general observations
that might be made.
Every player starts as an amateur.
is an amateur problem.

Every small boy

In a game where there are no g~te receipts there is
no amateur problem.
The amateur status of a player who never won a prize
is never question ed. It is self-evident.
The charge of professionalism a gainst an amateur is
at once an accusation and a compliment.
Two of the 1957 columnists had their own ideas on
the "sore subject of amateurism" and expounded them during
the period being studied.
Emmett Watson produced the following for his
"Needle" of July 10 in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
To judge by the rosy little rumbles from the Montlake Canal precinct, I would advise you to apply for
tickets now and make your reservat l ons, via UAL or
Western, for Pasadena the week of December 26, 1960 •••
Well, to put it another way, the people out at
Washington are happy over the proselyting job being
done this summer. They .figure the Huskies will corral

t
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the best talent in the state, some from Oregon, even a
few from Idaho, Montana, California, and other sovereign centers of football culture.
Mind you, nobody i s talking like that for publication, but you pi,._ up the f ea from a knowing smile
here, a nod there, and an optimistic grin someplace
else •••
Of course, proselyting football players is roughly
equivalent to looking at a basket of eggs and counting
those chicks. rt doesn't always work out that way.
~

~

"Ruby's Repoll"t" for July 19 came across with some
p erhaps fittin g remarks on the American boxing situation.
At some time back in the dark history of boxing
there must have been a reason for legislators to place
the amateurs in the same cell block with the professionals.
But whatever the reason may have been, it no longer
exists~
The Amateur Athletic Union of the United States is
one of the strongest, cleanest sports organizations in
the world.
It i s ludicrous to assume that the A.A.U. and its
thousands of dedicated, unpaid officers is less
qualified to look after its kids than a state-appointed
boxing commissioner.
Judging by developments here yesterday, Kentucky may
become one of the first states in the Union to recognize the great chasm which exists between the two
groups, and to do something about it.
Bernard Bax, boxing commissioner, and Francis "Sam"
Bauman, deputy, told representatives of the A.A.U.
that they will not oppose - would even welcome legislation removing the amateurs from their jurisdiction.
Charley Fischer, president of the Kentucy A.A.U.,
and Bill Moore, boxing committe~ chairman, immediately
took steps to get such legislation started •••
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The sports columnist, as any other writer, is a
wielder of public opinion.

He is looked up to as an idol

by many, and what he says in his daily column is, to many
readers, "law."
The tremendous influence that the columnist holds i
his ten fingers is probably not realized by most of them,
but the Daleys and Kierans do realize it and have become
in their respective times important figures in American
journalistic history.
G.

The Pre-Fight Story

During the first three weeks in July of both 1927
and 1957 there was considerable writing about the major
fight of the year.
In the earlier era, Jack Dempsey was to meet Jack
Sharkey for the heavyweight title, and the Winner was to
fight Gene Tunney.

In 1957, a similar situation arose.

Floyd Patterson, the heavyweight champion, was to fight
Tonnny "Hunricane" Jackson, with the winner boxing Pete
Rademacher.
The two situations produced interesting comparisons
between the columnistic styl e of the two periods.
8

Once again, the sports columnist must be ~careful
lest he steps into the territory owned by the news reporter
covering the match or his pre-fight writing.

But there are
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a great many interesting sidelights to be found at the
ringside of the fighters, and this information is passed
to the fight-followe rs by the columnist.
Following are three examples from each period.
Although each writer handled his column in his own way,
there is a definite difference in the writing style of
the two eras.
First, a look at the 1927 era will show the usual
tendency toward floweriness.

There is no paucity of color-

-

ful phraseology and elaborate sentence structure.
The first example is taken from the Gro.ntland Rice
columns of July 5 and 6, 1927.

Probably the best poet

among the great sports writers, Rice turned to verse in
~

th~ July 5 "The Sportlight" and crune up with "Our Pugilistic Mother Goose."
Hickory, dickory,
Has Dempsey still
Maybe he hasn't Hickory, dickory,

dock;
got the sock?
and maybe he has dock.

There was a man in our town
And he was wondrous wise;
He went t~ see th.,e ~fighters train
And lamped 'em witi~ his eyes.
And when he saw what he had seen
He said: "The dope behooves
They both look good - but tell me, kid,
Just wottinell that proves?"
once upon a time a fight reporter interviewed the
trainers in charge of two fighters. Both trainers
admitted their candidate was in poor condition, full
of fuzz, and probably never would get in shape. But
the story was never printed, for the fight reporter
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dropped dead.
The next day, Rice moved back into the field of
prose and wrote about the impending battle.
Neither Jack Sharkey nor Gene Tunney, if it goes
that far, should feel depressed when the discovery is
made that Jack Dempsey will be the popular favorite
with the crowd when he swings into action.
Any student of human psychology can understand the
reason.
Dempsey is on the come-back trail. And the great
majority of the crowd is always rooting for the comeback entry.
The reason is fairly simple. The average human .
understands that some day the time may come when he
will f all, falter, slump or even become a has been.
He may be in that fix now. And he likes to feel
that it is still possible to come back. He likes to
have it proved so that he can know it is true.
No one likes to feel or believe that once he slips
he can never get back on his feet a gain. "The can•t
come back,n has always been one of the most depressing
slogans of the game •••
The war is now nine years away. All the crowd
remembers is a beaten champion trying to come back one of the fallen trying to prove that a man can get
back on his feet and come on again to win.
It is for this reason that Dempsey will carry a
large popular backing. The other reason is that the
crowd wants action, and the crowd remembers that
Dempsey at least gave more action than any of the
others, with something to spare, up to his last fight.

•Y

When you join the two reasons you will get the
Jack Dempsey will get the noisy
reception awa!'ting him when he next crawls through the
ropes.
answer as to

This is an excellent piece of writing because it
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mixes human interest with human emotion and seasons it
with talented lmowhow.
Harvey T. Woodruff took a look at the DempseySharkey fight and foresaw the winner-Tunney match in
Chica go's Soldiers Field where, in fact, it was eventually
fought.
CHICAGO may secure the championship boxing contest
in September between Gene Tunney and the winner of
the Dempsey-Sharkey fray on July 21. It probably will
not. There are many, many angles to promoting a big
bout of this kind. If all of them were ironed out we
think Promote~ Tex Rickard weuld be glad to give this
city a trf -out. It might afford a profitable field
when things are "squally" in the east.
The Wake did not become as indignant as some others
when Tex located the Dempsey-T\,Ullley bout in Philadelphia afte~ announcing in this city that he would
like to hold the affair here. When next we saw him,
he gave us reasons why it was impossible. Those reasons were so personal they were not for publication.
Furthermore, some of them would not look well in type.
Possibly we were gullible. We do, however, attach
sentiment to professional sport. Title bouts will go
where the best money prom: ses, be it New York, Philadelphia, or Chicago.
More than 100,000 people saw the Army-Navy football
game in Soldiers' Field last fall. A ring does not
occupy as much space as a gridiron. Eliminating the
most distant seats, seating capacity could be 125,000
or more.
Would Chicago and the middle west pay nearly
$2,000,000 to witness a championship battle? We doubt
it. In fact, we doubt whether New York or Philadelphia
would pay that much this fall. l)empsey against Tunney
was the best drawing card possible. Tunney and whoever is selected to meet him will not equal that bout
as an attraction •••
Summarizing, The Wake is in a recept i ve attitude.
We would like to have the next heavyweight championship
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decided here. We will not grieve if it is not. Sooner
. or later such a contest will be held in Chicago.
Woodruff was a little pessimi stic.

Not only was the

second Dempsey- Tunney match held in Soldiers ' Field, but
104,000 spectato rs paid the only $2,000,0 00 gate in the
history of boxing to watch.
The third 1927 example comes through McGeehan 1 s
"Down the Line" for July 4.
AT THE CURRENT writing the experts attached to the
training camp of Ir. Jack Dempsey remain evasive, or
at le~st non-com mittal. There will be no doubt as to
the physical and mental conditio n or 1 r. Dempsey two
weeks from next Thursday night. At present all that
can be said is that he's as healthy or unhealth y as
could be ~~ected under the circumst ances.
Mr. Tex Rickard is worrying least of all about the
physical and mental conditio n or the ex-champ ion.
Indicatio ns are to the erfect that the Dempsey -Sharkey
bout will be what the boys call a "sell-ou t," and Mr.
R:i.ckard is concerne d only with the pleasant task of
sorting th~ certified checks into neat little
bundles •••
Mr. Rickard naturall y is neutral, outwardl y at
least, but as a business man Mr. Rickard must be
wishing Mr. Dempsey a very successf ul comeback . If
that should happen, the Yankee Stadium would be all
too small for the return bout between Dempsey and Gene
Tunney, and it would be moved westward to Soldiers
Field in Chicago, where Mr. Rickard might be able to
gather a two-mill ion-doll ar gate.
Mr. Gene Tunney, the heavywei ght champion , also
hopes that Mr. Dempsey will be successf ul at this
stage of his comeback , for Mr. Tunney gets the lion's
share of the next heavywei ght champion ship bout. The
lion's share of a two-mill ion-doll ar ~gate would keep
Mr. Tunney in books and lighter 11 tef;ature for the
rest of his days. The share of Mr. Dempsey in such an
event would enable him to livo in the style to which
he has been accustom ed without any further coming back,
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The earlier writers seemed to be willing to stick
their necks out a little more than the columnists from the
present period.

Rice was one of the greatest, if not the

greatest, boxing repor_ters of any time, and the respect
with which his knowledge of the sport was held gave him a
certain freedom with his verbosity.
The followin g examples will show a lack of this
freedom.

Modern writers seem to pull their punches more

than they land them.

The first piece is from the July 15

San Francisco Chronicle.

Will Connolly irate the column

and headed it "Seattle Go May outdraw N.Y."
Floyd Patterson, the ybung heavyweigh t champiq9 ,
will defend his title this month against an opponent
whose name escapes us.
All the talk is about Pete Rademache r, the Olympic
Games amateur, who is to tangle with Patterson in
Seattle in August, providing the champ gets over
what•s-his -name.
It comes to us now. He's Hurricane Jackson. Oh,
sure, J a ckson has been around, from pillar to post,
and we should have known. But the national controversy regarding Rademache r, who has yet to make his
first pro fight, has obscured Patterson' s more
immediate engagement •••
It's a good bet that the Patterson-R ademacher will
outdraw the Patterson- Jackson. At least, the caulinower crowd is talking about it more. Poor Jackson,
he's caught in the middle.
Seattle c~as to be the site for the proposed
Patterson-R ademacher fight and Watson of the ~-Intel ligencer talked about the match in six different columns.
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The followin g example was judged his best.

rt is

taken from the July 17 "Needle. "
Well, there is no fooling about it, Mr. Jack
Hurley, ~e well-know n athletic director , has got us
all in the bind. Things have now reached the point
where nobody can afford to miss the Rademac her-Patte rson fight.
As the man on the next stool was saying the other
night, "I've got to see this fight. Now suppose it•s
a stinker? I've got to be there d on•t I, so I can say
how lousy it was?
"Then let I s say this Rademach er catches lightnin g
in a bottle. Maybe he pulls the upset, or even makes
a good fight of it. A man can't afford to miss that,
can he?"
To my way of thinking , the man on the next stool has
it nailed down cold. VJe 1 ve go to be there. The only
escape is to come do~'Il with an acute trip to Alaska •••
John P. Carmicha el of the Chi cago Daily News didn't
think much of either of the two impendin g hea·.rywe ight
matches and says it better than anyone else from the
modern period.

Ne i ther J acksonno rRadem.a cher was given

a chance a gainst the champion , and many :writers thought
i t a :oolish publicity -seeld.ng stunt.

The column is fran

the July 13 "The Barber Shop."
WE ARE approach ing, wi t hou t too much fanfare, the
Floyd Patterson -"Hurrlc ane" Jackson fist fight for the
heavywei ght champion ship of the world. The time and
place is July 29 in New York and the bout may draw
heavily from the ranks of those who couldn 1 t get
tickets for My Fair Lady that night.
There is somethin g about this fight that doesn't
exactly capture the imaginat ion. Why? Patterso n became a legitima te champ by destroyi ng the durable
Archie Moore. Jackson probably is as logical a
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contender as sane of the guys Joe Louis fought in his
busy tenure of office.

What's missing? "There's no excitement to either
of 'em," said Jack Dempsey recently ••• and then he
ended laughlingly: "It must be kinda tou gh to write
a lot about , em"t •• "
Boxing is a great crowd-drawing s port, but it has
always been handicapped by the hoodlums and gangsters 0£
the lar ger cities.
The columni st is once a gain in a position to d~
something about a sp orting event.

I t seems that many of

the modern writ ers have turned their backs ...,.,on boxing as
a hopeless situati on to be handled as news when news is

made.
There i s none of the Grantland Rice optimism about
boxing among the 1957 writers.

Perhaps it is a matter of

not knowing how much p ower they do wield in theiT columnar
opinions.

CHAPTER V

RF.ADABILITY
To do a complete content analysis of the writings
of sports columnists under consideration in this study
would be to write another thes i s.
{1

However, a study of a columnist's work would not be

complete without going beneath the surface of the style to
analyze at least readab ility of the writing.

It goes with-

out~saying that the sports columnist who is not well-read
will be told to fold up his typewriter and move on.

The

wri ter who has the large audience will always receive the
red carpet treatment, not only in his office but at every
sports event ne attends.
The columni sts of concern here are near the top of
the American sports popularity list (at least in their
own areas) or the author wouldn't have been j_nterested in
their work.
It is believed two aspects of readability are important to the sports columnist.

The use of "jargon" will

be discussed first wi th the primary emphasis on the difference between 1927 and 1957 jar gon.

Secondly, the im-

portance of the adjective-verb relationship for readabilit,
will be discussed with a comparison not only of the
fifteen columnists among themselves but sports columning
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compared with other forms of writing.
A.

Jargon

Writing examples used in the previous chapter show
the manner in which the style of sports columning has
chan~ed in the p ast thirty years.

One of the major reasons

for this change i s the decrease in the number of unneeded
adject-tves.
Sports writer s today tend to call teams by th&i r
ri ght names, state what s p ort the team is participating in,
and mak e their writing clear and concise.

The horrendous

clashes of fearsome Ti gers and snarling Wolverines, which
usually were concluded with purple sunsets, now are taboo
in the better sports sections.

There is no objection to

picturesque wr i ting if handled properly, but neither the
sports editor, nor the reader wishes to see a sports event
smeared with wild and indiscriminat e pigments. 1
Emphasis has been placed, in recent years, on
making the story readable to the non-sports reader shoulfd
>'
he happen to fold back his newspaper at th' wrd1ig
place.

If sports pa ges are written in English, there is always a
chance that a few unwary devotees to t h e financial or
1 stanley Woodward, S2orts Page.
and Schuster, 1949), pp. xv-xvi.

(New York:

Simon
~
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society pages may be caught.
Sports writing today is directed toward the fan who
enjoys athletic events but who may have no special lmowledge concerning them.

A good sports column, therefore,

should be aimed at the enjoyment and information of the
sportsman rather than the expert.

Technical terms not

understood by the average reader generally are avoided.
Especially is this true since women have become more
interested in athletics, both as readers and attendants.
Women now are reading the news of baseball and
football, where they are spectators, as well as of bowling,

'

tennis, and golf, in which they actively participate. 2
The overly ambitious adjective, which was prominent
among our 1927 writers but which has shown a definite
decrease among modern colupmists, has been referred to as
jargon.
This section will analyze jargon used by columnists
of both eras.
In making the definition of the word jargon a little
more concise, it is necessary to state that for the purpose of this paper jargon will refer to those words or
phrases used by writers which might be misunderstood by the

2 George Fox Mott, editor, An outline Survef of
Journalism. (New York: Barnes ana Noble, Inc.,940),
P• 123.
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non-sports reader.

As a basis for this study, the author

has referred to a thesis devoted to a study of sports
jargon. 3
Besides a decrease in the nwnber of jargonized
words and phrases used by modern writers, another difference will be found in the manner in which colorful words
and phrases are used.
Nowhere in the writing of the modern sports journalist will one find as verbose a story as the one by
Grantland Rice on the Notre Dame-Army football game when
"the four-horsemen rode again."
to in Chapter II).

(The article was referred

"They ( the four horsemen) formed the

crest of the South Bend cyclone before which another
fighting Army football team was swept over the precipice ••• n
Another example of jargonized writing may be the
epitome of this type of journalistic effort.

It is a

sports news story fresh from the pages of the "Golden Age"
sports section.

Almost every word is jargon, and every

phrase colored mercilessly.
Annapolis, Md., Nov. 17 - Navy's ship of success
foun__dered on the banks of the Severn today, wrecked by
the rugged rocks of Pittsburgh. After a safe passage '~

3stanley Herman Slom, "Jargon-Free Sports Writing,"
(unpublished Master's thesis, The University of Missouri,
Columbia, 1951).
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past Columbia, Penn and Notre Dame abroad, the gallant
craft came to grief at its home port, sunk by the
waves of Pittsburgh•s power that pounded it down to
defeat, 31-7 •••
To a lesser degree, but still of the same vintage,
are the following phrases picked from among writings
studied in the preceding chapter.
McGeehan wrote in a superficial style, "In order
. thet you may appreciate the enormi ty of the offense of Mr.
Robinson a gainst his day and generation it is necessary
to make some preliminary oxplanations •••

Sir Hall Caine,

the British novelist, having discovered the manly art of
modified murder ••• "
Kieran once led a column with, "Apropos of recent
re.ferences •• •"
In 1927, the "cheers and enthusiasm• of the crowd
became "plaudits," and the expression was well worn out by
the middle of the 30•s.
The repetition of names seemed important to the
1927 columnist.

In McGeehan•s column on "one Eyed

Connolly II," the full name is used no less than ten times
in nine paragraphs.

i odern writers seem satis.fied with

~sing the full name in the .first time re.farence made to an
individual, and the last name thereafter.
Kieran heard "mournful walls and outraged cries"
when he thought o.f the upset tennis match involving "Big"
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Bill Tilden.
These are merely a few samples of various types of
1927 sports writing jargon.
Modern v,riters have their own jargon.

Some of it

may be judged as bad if not worse than the jargon used in
the earlier era, but at least it isn't the same jargon.
Thirty years from now, sports writers will be using jargon
just as often, but it too, will include different words.
In one of Watson's columns, the writer used three
pieces of jargon in the first four paragraphs.

The Seattle

columnist wrote, "Patterson will knock Rademacher bowlegged ••• Rademacher is a different kettle of halibut ••• "
and "to get Pete's backers off the hook ••• "

The novice

reader undoubtedly left for other fields on the first one.
Watson added in the same column, "He'd be the
biggest curiosity since Douglas Corrigan.•

Not all readers

will recall Corrigan.
Arthur Daley, a great prolifib writer, has also
fallen into jargonized phra~es.

He wrote of a young man

who had been "scarred by his jousts with Dame Fortune."
The well-known "Dame" went down with the "Navy ship of
success."
John P. Carmichael referred to the 1957 All-Star
baseball game as "this mid-summer frolic."
Detroit•s Doc Greene, who began his sports
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journalist ic career during the "Golden Era," but who made
the style transition along with the younger writers, fell
into the old way in one column from the 1957 sampling.

His

lead read, "The sun shone and the breeze warted gently over
the heather at Plum Hollow ••• "
The avid sports fan is comparable to a member of a
profession or trade who understand s the specific jargon of
that particular trade or profession .
For example, doctors are able to talk and write to
each o~her using technical medical terms.

In fact, they

understand each other more easily when they use tnese
terms.

But if a layman were to rea

a medical journal he

probably would have a difficult time getting past the
initial paragraph.

If a doctor writes or speaks to a lay

audience he must break down his jargon into terms more
easily understood .
In the same manner, the sports fan understand s
sports jargon quite readily.
But a greater variety of people read the sports
page than the specific group that reads medical journals.
Moreover, one of the objectives of the sports page is to
attract as many readers as possible, where trade and professional journals do not specifical ly point for •outsi-tlers."

The sports writer must write for the average

reader rather than for a specific group.
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This is theory.

In practice, many modern sports

columnists still confuse the reader with jargonized
phraseology.
Colorful adjectives may help a sentence, and even
make it more readable, but many times improper connotation
prevents comprehension.
It seems, therefore, that the trend among sports
columnists is toward use of simple phrases and a more
careful use of the English language.
B..

Adjective-Verb Relationship

An interesting sidelight was thrown on the subject

of readability of sports columns through a study of the
adjective-verb relationship of the fifteen writers and
comparing them to findings of Dr. David P. Boder in his
studies.

Dr. Boder, head of the department of psychology at
Lewis Institute, made a study of the readability of different kinds of writings.

one of the phases of his study

was the adjective-verb relationship within a piece of
writing.

Dr. Boder feels that this aspect of writing has

a great deal to do with its readability. 4
4 J. I. Rodale (ed.), The Word Finder.
Garden City Books, 1952), pp-:X-xl:'"'9

(New York:
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Since adjectives and verbs are of such importance
to the sports writer it was decided that a supplement
should be added to Dr. Boder•s study by determining the
of the fifteen columnists.
Adjective-Verb Quotient (A.V.Q.)
.....
,..·

Of course, the supplement is on a much smaller
scale and therefore less accurate than the origt.nal, but
the results of the study are quite interesting not only in
the comparison of sports writing to other types of writing
but also in the comparison of the 1927 sports columnist to
his 1957 counterpart.
The A.V.Q. is a measure of the ratio of adjectives
to verbs employed by writers.

For example, an A.V.Q. of

20 means that a writer uses 20 adjectives for every 100
verbs he employs.

Dr. Boder found that of the four principal fields of
writing , drama has the fewest adjectives per 100 verbs,

with an avera ge A.V.Q. of 11.
of 20.
75.

Laws are next with an A.V.Q.

Fiction has an A.V.Q. of 35; scientific writing,

Business letters, according to Dr. Boder 1 s findings,

show a relative paucity of adjectives, with only 19 to
every 100 verbs.
Private letters by inexperienced writers have on an
average but 22 adjectives to 100 verbs.

Advertisements,

on the other hand, are ~ vish of adjectives, with an A.V.Q.
of 78.

Theses written by candidates for the Ph.D. degree

.

~
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are loaded with even more adjectives than are advertisements--88 to 100 verbsl

Poetry has what is considered by

Dr. Boder to be a "golden mean" for proportion of adjectives to verbs--an A.V.Q. of 36.

5

(See Table I).

For this study and the supplement to Dr. Boder's
original work seven consecutive columns were taken for
each of the fifteen sports writers.
The average A.V.Q. for the total of 105 columns
investigated was 65.7.

In other words, sports columnists

use 65.7 adjectives per 100 verbs in their writings. t:-; This
figure is well above Dr. Bodel''s "roean" (36) for the
writings he studied.
Of more significance to this thesis is the fact
that the results of this test show a definite difference
between the five columnists of the 1927 era and the ten of
the 1957 period.
As could have been guessed, writers of the 1927 era
use many more adjectives than modern columnists.

The five

early columnists used an average of 75 adjectives per 100
verbs to 61 for modern writers.

(See Table II).

Although there was some overlapping between the
A.V.Q. scores of the individual writers from the two eras,
the three top scores crune from among the 1927 group.

w. o.
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McGeehan even surpassed Dr. Boder•s thesis writers with an
A.V.Q. of 91, an extremely high relationsh ip.
The lowest score among the fifteen sports columnists
was 48 f'rom the seven columns of Gordon Cobbledick •
.;it

This study of the adjective- verb relationsh ip of
the sports columnists was made, in part, to have a basis
for readabilit y comparison between these writers and
writers f'rom other fields.
This test, which,

1.

t must b e remembered , is only

part of the total readabilit y test given by Dr. Boder,
indicates that the avera ge sports columnist can produce
readable copy as well as the avera ge writer f'rom most of
the other fields of writing .

And, it is repeated, the

sports columnist may have only one chance to look at what
he has written.
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TABLE I

THE NUMBER OF ADJECTIVES USID PER 100 VERBS
I N VARIOUS TYPES OF WRITING
(Non-Sports Writing)
Drama

11

Laws

20

Fiction

35

Scientific

75

Business Letters

19

Private Letters

22

Advertising Copy

78

Theses

88

Poetry

36
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TABLE II
THE NUMBER OF ADJECTIVES USED PER 100 VERBS
IN VARIOUS TYPES OF \VRITING
(Sports Columns}
Avera g e of all sports
columnists studied

65

Avera g e of five 1927
sports columnists

75

Kieran

74

Mc Geehan

91

Rice

67

Sal sing er

68

Woodruff

75

Average of ten 1957
sports columnists

61

Cobbledick

48

Leiser

6:3

Burns

59

Carmichael

72

Daley

53

Kuechle

67

Ruby

54

Watson

67

Rives

69

Green

59

.,_
.,:,

CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION
Sports has become, over the past fifty years, of
major interest to Americans.

People, who never get to-

gether over other things bec..%use of a lack of common
interest, become close friends during sports discussion
or argument •
Every sport, whether team or i ndividual participation, h~s its followin g .

Some sports are more interesting

to some individuals than to others, but nearly all Americans have some degree of interest in some sports.
Sports that are "out-of-reach" of most of the
American population, such as football and basketball, draw
enormous crowds.

Although they don't get the physical

value of body contact and teamwork, the fans do receive
entertainment value which ls second best.
The sports section of the daily newspaper is the
go-between for the fans who cannot participate and the
players who enjoy seeing their own prowess in words as
well as the prowess of friends or future opponents.

rt

may also be a scouting report for the coach or a moment of
glory for a Mom and Dad.
This vital section of the newspaper is many things
to many people.

Because of this, it is important that the
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sports writers attempt to cover as many events as possible
on the local scene as well as to keep the reader posted on
national happenings.
The sports columnist also must feel a responsibilit y
to bis audience by giving as complete coverage as possible.
i.any columnists are specialists who devote all their time
to one sport.

These writers may have wide readership,

but it is limited to t hose interested in that one sport.
This thesis has been devoted to a study of fifteen
sports columnists wh o are not special i sts.

Not all of

them covered as wide a range of sports as others: but all
of them are well-establish ed in their own locale, e.nd all
are well-re&.d.
The best columnist is the writer who can write a
column on any sports subject.

Arthur Daley bas a wide

readership among the women because he not only writes so
all can understand, but he produces a column from time to
time of primary interest to the usually non-sports reader.
John P. Carmichael is perhaps more versatile than
any of the others studied because of his wide knowledge of
the total sp orts field.
Contacts are also important to the sports writer or
columnist.

The popular sports columnist rarely lacks

columnar material because there is always someone who
provides, perhaps unknowingly, an idea for a column.
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There are thousands of people who have their lives wrapped
up in sports, and the more people the sports columnist
lmows the better writer he will became.
This thesis has been a study of this type of writer.
A

study of men in a profession no longer harrassed by an

inferiority complex--a profession highly regarded and
widely followed.
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